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FOREWORD

To many readers, educational technology today is nearly synonymous with what has
been labeled as "high technology"satellite broadcasting, television by cable and
broadcast, microcomputers, and direct instructional applications of automated data
bases. The organizing of information into purposive messages, however, is at the heart
of the development of a technology of instruction, and a general educational tech-
nology. The vast array of communications toots at our disposal to accomplish this job
always impresses.

This latest in the series of books of ireadings from AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION
magazine has to do with what many of us in this professional field have come to regard
as basic or conventional communications media-slide tape presentations. The growth
of photography as a general activity among the citizens of this country has been
phenomenal. Nearly every elementaryichild has been exposed to the 35mm slide. It is
probably one of .the most easily used; technically and operationally, media that we
have in our inventory.

This book of readings is dedicated to serving as a reference and book of ideas on the
use of slides in combination with audiocassette, for presentation design. Included
here are some basic tips on putting together a presentation, techniques for improving
the visual images, how to make title slides, a section on equ:pment, and examples of
use in operational situations. The book of readings concludes with some notions that
are labeled as innovative ideas, but I suspect that there are ideas throughout the
articles in the book which the interested reader will find useful.

Particular thanks should be extended to Marilyn Coughlin of the AECT staff for fer-
reting out these articles initially. It is our hope that these basic ideas on visual presen-
tation will move the field forward.
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Howard Hitchens -- Editor
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PRODUCING SLIDE AND TAPE PRESENTATIONS

PREPARING A SLIDE -TAPE PROGRAM:
A STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH

MACK RYAN

A slide-tape production can serve as an initial step
in opening the doors of creativity for teachers and stu-
dents Both can find great satisfaction in creating a
product that they feel is useful, that requires the appli-
cation of skills, and that can be ei.loyed by others. An
effective teaching tool, a slide -tare program can be
designed based on specific objectives in nearly any
subject area.

The budget for producing a slide-sound program is
modest The raw material costs for a 10 to 15 minute
producticn total about $15 00 This includes the price
of the audiotape And the processed film. The price of
the audio and the photographic equipment will vary
according to the level of sophistication and con-
venience desired by the purchaser, with a range of
$200 fora basic audio-photographic unit to $1,000 and
up for more advanced equipment. Add $200 to $300 to
these costs for a projector and a screen. This is not an
exorbitant investment for tools that permit th. develop-
ment and implementation of instructional programs
tailored to local needs.

Slide-tape packages provide a very convenient and
flexible instructional program Slides are easily stored
in trays, carousels, cartridges, or files and can be
organized, arranged, or rearranged to suit the needs of
the user Simply replace an old slide with a nevi/ one if
there is a need to update the presentation. Audiotapes
and cassettes also lend themselves to modification
and updating by means of the erasure and rerecord
features on the audio machines. The combined y isual-
sound production can be packaged, easily indexed,
and stored in locally or commercially manutactured
lockers for easy accessibility.

Because of the operational simplicity and portability
of the equipment involved, slide-tape programs lends
themselves to a variety of instructional settings. This
type of media can be utilized effectively in a number
of ways, including individualized study or repeated
presentations with large and small groups of students.
Programmed and self-paced packages for independent
study or sophisticated high fidelity multi-image pro
jetted programs are within the range of this medium.

Once you've decided that a slide-tape program will
best convey your instructional objective, how do you
go about producing one? Begin the process by exam-
ining the purpose of the program. What are you trying

Assoc iation for Educational Comrnumcdt ions and re( h
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to achieve with the presentation? Will it relate to the
current instructional program? Is its aim to instruct, to
motivate, or to do both? What information and attitudes
will the audience bring with them? Do you want to
provide students with additional information? Do you
want to change their attitudes? Contact your working
colleagues who are interested in the project and solicit
their suggestions for the slide-tape project. Once this
phase is completed, simply list the ideas you plan to
include in the program and research them to insure
that no major ideas or facts have been overlooked.

A complete "outline- is now in order. Include in it
the content as well as any other ideas or visual images
that have come to you as you explored the purpose of
the program and examined the research material related
to it.

Now obtain a pack of blank 4" x 6 index cards. Start
writing down or drawing crude sketches (whether you
write, draw, or do both at this stage depends on your
verbal or visual orientation) of ideas or facts about the
program as you think about them. (This is where the
outline will serve as d valuable reference tool.) The in-
teraction between your thoughts about the program
and expressing them in writing or in a visual form will
generate a script. If you think of a point as you concen-
trate on an idea, try to state it in as few words as pos-
sible or prepare a rough sketch of it. Put each idea or
fact on a separate index card, with the sketch in the
upper left hand corner and the statement underneath
it (See Figure 1). Go back later and complete the card if
either the statement or the sketch has not been added.

Lay out the 50 to 100 cards you have prepared on a
large table and arrange them in an order that makes
sense. For a better view of your work, tack the cards in
sequence to d large all board (See Figure 2) if its
available. It helps you visualize what your final pro-
duct will look like and is an excellent way to find likely
trouble spots before final production Associates can
also be invited to look at it and make suggestions
about its probable effectiveness. Take the time to
make your critical decisions at this point. (3y following
this procedure, you will have to make fewer major
changes during the hectic, frantic period of writing,
photographing, and recording.

Ask yourself some hard questions as you examine
the planning board Are the visuals related to the text?
Are they easily "read"? Are they too cluttered with
information? Is the language simple and direct? Is the
scheme of arrangement logical?

With the planning stage completed, you are ready
to procet d to the net step. A high-quality slide sound
presentation requires a good script. This can be

Li
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achieved if a number of principles are adhered to in its
preparation. These revolve around the script's organiza-
tion, narration, visuals, and sound. Let's move to the
first element of the program, its organization.

Go back to the index cards tacked up on the planning
board. Again examine them closely and arrange them
to insure that the program will develop in a logical,
organized sequence. It should have a beginning, a
middle, and an end. The beginning should give only
essential mformat:on and point the audience in the
direction you have set for them. Too much information
in the beginning can,confuse your viewers. The middle
should build on the mfon -lawn given in the beginning
Some of the cards will have to be discarded, others
modified, and new ones added to the board. During
this organizational process it will help to keep the fol-
lowing guidelines in mind:

1. Mold the inclusion of too many concepts It is
much better to develop one concept clearly than
to include several incomplete generalizations.

2. A \oid a lengthy introduction. Catch the students'
attention quickly by the visualization of a problem
or Other stimulus device

3. Set The stage at the beginning of the presentation
to let\students know what it's all about

4. Organic with the progressive disclosure or "reveal"
technique in mind. Begin with the known and pro-
gress to the unknown.

5 Weave the theme throughout the program
6. Reinforce or summarize thoughtfully
7 Whenever possible, employ «npansons with
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the present to make the information more mean-
ingful.

8. Encourage student participation and involvement
by asking questions that relate to the students' own
experiences and observations.

9. Include human sidelights whenever possible in-
dicating the role the individual plays.

10. Try to bring out the value systems of the people:
what they are and what the social structure does to
support these values.

11. Apply the human element to inanimate objects
(e.g., buildings, tools, etc.), by explaining what
goes on there and how it's used.

12. Use pointed examples for simplification and clari-
fication. "Make the invisible visible" by using
analogies and illustrapons that can make an ab-
stract idea concrete. '

13. Use art frames for review and ask questions that
will stimulate discussion whenever possible.

14. Be careful of using symbolism, particularly with
slower students.

15. The optimum duration of a slide-sound presenta-
tion will depend on the amount of narration. The
maximum length for the elementary grades should
be 10 minutes, and 10-15 minutes for the secondary
grades. Usually 50 slides will be a sufficient number
for the program.

After organizing the program, focus on your visuals
They should carry the weight of the show. The narrative
should flow from the slides. Otherwise, you will have
just a narrative with slides added. Test their practicality.
Are some of the scenes too far away to photograph? is
there a picture at hand you can copy? How complex
will the art work be? Is the material you want to copy
copyrighted and therefore a release required from the
publisher? Are any of the scenes you plan to shoot too
controversial? Include infonnation on the card about
shooting location, camera angle, lighting, and art work
This will save time when you get to the production
phase of the project Your presentation will also be
more satisfactory if you refer to the suggestions listed
below when working with your visuals

1. Be careful of giving too much detail in the
visual.

2. Select visuals that display action
3. Use charts and graphs sparingly because

Figure 2



PRODUCING SLIDE AND TAPE PRESENTATIONS 9

they are difficult to follow and because there is
not much time for study and comprehension.

4 Avoid using a map for the first slide after the title
slide.

5 Avoid multiple panel and montage visuals (several
pictures on one slide) as much as possible except
for comparison or for showing progression.

6. WheneVer possible, include people of more than
one race or sex in the visuals.

7. Don't use "pick ups" or repeat art visuals. Get
variation through long views, close-ups, and angle
shots.

Once you feel the organization and visuals are set.
start writing the narration. Don't be discouraged if it
takes two or three drafts before you come up with a
polished narrative Just remember that you will get
better at it as you prepare additional programs. To
help you improve your writing, observe these rules as
you set about the task

1 Keep the narrative as conversational in Stile as
possible "Read" into a microphone without
the script and then playback and edit the nar-
rative.)

2 Use short, tied' sentences, with only one idea
per sentence.

3 Use a vocabulary appropriate for the grade level.
Explain any terms that may not be familiar to stu
dents at this grade level

4 Use only on idea per slide. Make certain that
the text "Codes" or applies only to what is shown
in the visual. Always start a frame with some-
thing directly related to the picture on thc.
screen.
As far aS possible, keep sentences in the present
tense, except in historical matter or where the
past tense is grammatically required.

6 Donut break sentences from one visual to another
unless you can maintain continuity.

7 Vary the length of the narration from frame to
frame to avoid monotony.

8 'Occasionally insert a question to,cmcourage the
class to do some thinking

9. Avoid more than one question in a frame.
10 Avoid beginning frames with "For example" or

"For instan«."
Avoid use ot the all-inclusive terms. "all", "none",
"every", and "always".

12. Avoid controversial statements.
13 Avoid negative statements, aLtentoate the

positive
14 Avoid phrasing that is colloquial, poets(, or

subject to more than one interpretation.
1; The text should tollow the eye path of the visual

and, or labels lett to right, top to bottom.
16 Write concisely Avoid using more than 50 words

in one trame

The last element ut your st opt is the sound trac k. A
sound track c an odd another dimension to your
show It in( reases interest, adds impact, creates a
mood. and punt tomes the major points ut the pro
gram It c an also be used to automatic ally pat e the
presentation. given the appropriate equipment. Musk.,

interviews, sounds of machines, vehicles, animals,
rain, wind, and a host of other sounds can be added
to the sound track to mace the presentation more ef-
fective. However, caution should be exercised to
insure that the audio doesn't overwhelm the visual
character of the program.

These additional tips can help you in preparing the
sound track.

1. Vary the commentary, if appropriate, by using
more than one narrator.

2. Avoid using woris that are uncommon, foreign,
or subject to misinterpretation because of simi-
larity in sound to other words.

3. Choose a musical background that is com-
patible with the theme of the program.

4. Identify in the script the cues for music and
sound effects and advancing the slides.

Everything is now on paperorganization. nar-
rative, visuals, and sound track. This first draft is now
complete. Leave it for a few days and then go back to
it. Revising will be necessary. Lengthy sentences will
have to be shortened. You will have to find substitutes
for terms that are too difficult for your, students.
Some of the visuals may lack human interest and
should be revised. The need to code the first sentence
of the narration with the visual might have been over-
looked in some instances. These errors along with
others will be identified and rev ised. Now go to some
ot your associates or your students and obtain their
reactions to the script. A major revision of the script
is not Ile(essary if they indicate they got the message
and understood it.

Pretend you already have a completed program
with the slides loaded in your projector. Tape the talk
and follow, the cues in the script as you record. Play it
back and check it for the flow of the narn.ove. Some
minor changes will probably be in order based on this
preliminary recording, playback session and the sug-
gestions provided by your peers. After successfully
completing this preliminary test, you are ready to
move to the production phase ot the program s de- 0
velopment.

PAR] H

Are you surprised when you see an eight- year -old
snapping plc tures w ith all instant, automatii amera.
Probably not. Technology has enabled people ot all
ages to produce photographs of acceptable quality
with c,1111CreiS that art' both inexpensive and automated.
With t ontident e that yoll, too, L an operate d c amera.
you are ready to produce the visuals for a slick-tape
program

When selec ting amera for this task, consult
someone with considerable knowledge and experience
in photography the audiovisual director, a peer who
Is an amateur photographer. or a sales representati% e
in a reliable iamera store are usually good sources.
Explain why you are purchasing the camera and how
you plan to use it. The type i I camera yotl choosy
will depend on your for the school 5, budget and the
kinds of slides you want to produce. It c opywork Is

0



involved in your project, a Kodak Ektagraphic Visual -
maker or the more sophisticated 35mm single lens
reflex cameras are likely suggestions. Perhaps your in-
stitution already has a camera that will do the job

,Master its operation with the assistance of someone
who has used it. Make sure the camera will produce
quality slides. This can be determined by shooting a
test roll of color film. The shooting exercise will also
give you confidence in handling the camera. Your
first set of color slides can do wonders for your
morale and encourage you to continue toward your
goal.

What type of film should you select? Color should
be used. Nlbt only is it pleasing to the eye, but it also
represents reality. An apple, a burning flame, or a
sample of blood doesn't have much impact when
seen in a black and white photograph. If most of your
scenes are to be photographed indoors under artificial
light, determine whether the lights are tungsten or
fluorescent and match your film to the lighting
conditions. If lighting conditions are poor, you can
use flash bulbs or electronic flash equipment. Outdoor
shooting in the daylight hours, barring a storm, is less
trying than indoor work. Most of the medium speed
films will produce very satisfactory exposures. When
a lighting problem arises, consult the local camera
dealer or an associate who is an experienced phOtog-
rapher.

You are now ready to start shooting. The camera is
loaded and you have several rolls of film stashed in
your pockets. Wait! Don't forget to check your plan-
ning cards. They are your guides to shooting and
should be at your fingertips. Study them and deter-
mine the locations for photographing the different
scenes. Group the cards according to the proximity of
onc scene to another, and then schedule your picture-
taking accordingly. This step makes it unnecessary to
return to the same location more than once.

Space doesn't permit a complete discussion here of
the shooting techniques of still photography. Eastman
Kodak publishes a number of excellent books for this
purpose, especially recommended is Kodak's Here's
How series. The suggestions listed below provide
some tips for imp -oving your photographs:

1. Avoid visual monotony by varying the shooting
distances. Try close-up, medium-range, and long
shots.

2. Use different camera angles, including low-
angle, high-angle and eye-level shots. By ad-
justing the camera angle, different moods and
illusions can be created that will add interest to
The show.

3. Select shutter speeds that will enhance the "ac-
tion" quality of the photograph. Panning a
moving vehicle with your camera at a slow
shutter speed will provide a clear picture of the
vehicle but blur the background. This technique
can give the audience the feeling of motion as
they view the photograph.

4. Take at least three exposures of the scene,
particularly if the lighting is contrasting. The
light meter, whether it's in the camera or the
handheld type, can be fooled. Make the first
exposure based on the lightmeter's reading.

READINGS FROM AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION-I

The second exposure should be made one stop
over, and the third, one step under the exposure
indicated by your light meter.

5. Avoid camera movement. Brace yourself against
a wall or place the camera on a stationary ob-
ject, particularly if a slow shutter speed (1/60th
of a second or less) is used. Use a tripod if its
available, when you are shooting at a slow
shutter speed.

6. Compose the picture carefully in the view-
finder before releasing the shutter. Be sure all
the elements you want included in the slide are
seen in the viewfinder and are in focus.

7. "Squeeze" the shutter release button with a
slow, steady movement.

Limit the number of titles you prepare for the slide-
sound program. This is a visual-sound medium not
a print medium. In addition to titles at the beginning
(introduction) and end (summary), you might want
to include a few that bridge gaps or pose questions.
Particularly effective are readymade titles that can
be found in your community. These include street/
road signs. theater and store marquees, and community,
civic or bcisiness signs ("Senior Citizens Meeting
Today," "County Historical Exhibit," Office of the
Mayor," and "Think"). Some of your art students can
help in the artwork and lettering that goes into titling.
Other students can search books, magazines, and
newspapers for illustrations that can be included in
title sides. Two excellent articles in the May 1974
issue of Learning Resources, "Titling for Slide Presen-
tations" and "Making Title Slides," provide addition-
al information about preparing slide titles.

Let's assume that your script calls for a number of
visuals that require copystand work-- illustrations from
newspapers, magazines, hooks, and titles for the slides.
A copystand can be purchased rather inexpensively
from a photography store. You can also construct

Comero Holder

Camera Holder Bock

Single Lens Comero

Verticol Slide

Verticol Support

COPYING STAND

Bose

Figure 1



PRODUCING SLIDE AND TAPE PRESENTATIONS 11

one foi about ten dollars. The device shown in Figure
1 consists of a plywood base 30 inches by 36 inches,
with a vertical track approximately 24 inches high at
tached at one end of the Base. The camera can be
fixed to a moveable block on this track that can bs,
lowered or raised to the proper elevation, depending
on the size of the object to be photographed. Scraps
of black felt or black paper will serve very nicely as a
mask for the picture to be photographed. Two photo-
flood lights can be placed about 30 inches from the
center of the copyboard and at an angle of 45 degrees
to the lens axis for even illumination of the - object to
he photographed. Auxiliary magnifying lenses for
c lose-up work will cost approximately 54.50 each and
the lens adapter itself costs about $4.50.

The number of magnifying lenses needed depends
upon the size of the plc tures to be photographed and
the size of the sublet t will determine the type ci lens
to be used. Using a + i, +2, or +3 portrait lens in
front of a standard 50mm lens, y ou can copy subjects
trom 18 inc hes by 26 inc hes down to four inches by
six inches. With careful preparation, the reproduction
c an he lust as well chinned as the original, even the
original captums c an be legible when projected.
Consider also the Kodak 1.1.4..;raphic Visualmaker if
you are operating on Al limited budget. It comes
equipped with an instamati«-eillera, a copystand,
lens, and flash unit that will c opy work three inches
bt three Inc hes or night Inc hes by eight mc hes.

The scoot is prepared And the visuals, including
the titles, are r.ady and loaded in the projector. All
that remai.. t( be done to complete the slide-sound
program is to record the narration and any background
sounds Or music Find a suitable location for this ac-
iivity A sound studio would be ideal, but if that's not
available, select a setting that is isolated from external
not r and t iequent interruptions Check out the acous-
tics of the room by making a short recording and
playing it bac k with the volume control turned up
Listen carefully' for any extraneous sounds that are
being pu ked up and try to eliminate them When you
are satisfied that you have a quiet location for your
recording session, assemble your eqomment

The level of sophistic adult of your program and
the audiovisual equipment that is available will de
termme your equipment needs You will need a slide
projector, a reel-to-reel tape recorder or cassette
recorder, a microphone, a slide projector, and the
script Additional equipment will be required for a
more sophisticated program, including such items as
a sound mixer, another record player, or tape recorder
with music or sound effects on the record or tape, or
a tape re«irder *projector synchronizer A word of
c action stick with the fundamentals and master them
before you mere into the higher levels of electronic
gadgetry

St-t up your titupnient Ha( e the prow( for as fai
trom you as possible so the ma rophone doesn t pic k
up the whir of the projec tor's tan or the sound of its
slide change mechanism. If you are still picking up
noise from the projector on your initial test recording,
try to plat e a baffle ke g., a cardboaid box with a hole
ut out for the lens, over the projecioi ,keep adequate

ventilation in mind,. Plat e the it rophone on padding

thick, enougn to deaden any vibrations that might be
picked up from movement within and outside of the
recording area. The remote control unit for the slide
projector, the tape recorder, and microphone should
be close at hand. It also helps to have the script
resting on a portable reading stand for easy, reading
ksee Figure 2). Request the assistance of another per
son if you feel that the recording session could go
more smoothly with another pair of hands.

vtitttz,

.
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Several tria' runs in recording the program will
probably be necessary. As you move through the
script, you will learn to pace the narration so that the
show moves briskly. The cues for slide changes will
be revised so tl- at the length of time each visual re-
mains on the's( wen will vary from slide to slide. A
range of one to 15 seconds for the slide changes
should be about right for maintaining the interest of
the audience. Audible cues can also be recorded on
the tape to communicate to the operator that the
slide should be changed This can be clone with the
tap of a pencil as eac h slide is advanced, but be care-
ful that the audible cues don t detract from your
show As you record, check the recording indicator
on the tape mac blue from time to time to see that it
is set at an appropriate recording level. Handling the
microphone properly can present a challenge. Try
not to hold it too close to you; a distance of about
one toot should be about right Speak past the micro-
phone rathei than directly into it. By following these
suggestions, your voice will sound more natural on
the recording.

Careful preparation is required for the presentation
of your slide-tape show. If you wait until your audience
arrives before setting up and testing your equipment,
a numbei of embarrassing surprises might await you
the electrical wall outlet may take a two-pronged
electrical plug :shale the projector's extension cord
has a three-pronged plug, the lamp in the projector
may burn out as you turn it on, the slides may be
loaded right side up in the carousel su that the images
are projected upside down, the tape recorder's exten-

12



12 READINGS FROM AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION4

stun cord may not reach the electrical outlet, the
projector may be located too close to the screen so
that the image projected is too small, the window
shades may be inadequate for blocking out the sun-
light, and, the seating arrangement may make it dif-
ficult for some Jf the viewers to see the screen. These
problems can be overcome by setting up and checking
the operation of your equipment well ahead of the
time for the scheduled preseritation.

When the audience arrives, tell them about the
topic of your presentation and explain how it relates
to the subject they are studying. Inform them of the
major objectives of the progrm.. This helps them to
zero in on the more relevant aspects of the presenta-
tion. Don't overdo the introduction, lest the program
become a lecture-slide-tape presentation.

Whether or not the sound-visual program is aimed
at introducing or summarizing a topic, the plans
should include provision for a discussion of the topic
after the showing. This requires you to prepare a few
questions dealing with the topic beforehand. Re-
sponses to these questions from the audience will
give you some indication of your success in achieving

your goals and your success as an adventurer into a
new medium.

Meeting the challenge of producing a stimulating
slide-tape presentation can be an individual or group
triumph. For the teacher who is interested in group
activity, it offers opportunities for student planning
and cooperation. One group might be assigned the
job of searching for photographic material for the
program. Another group could screen the incoming
material. Other groups could prepare the script, shoot
the visuals, do the recording, and operate the equip-
ment. A test group could be organized to prepare
questions for discussion or examination. Faculty and
staff members from other disciplines could also be
involved to make it a truly multi-disciplinary produc-
tion.

The value of the slide-tape show as an educational
and creative tool should not be underestimated. It
attracts student attention, arouses interest, tests stu-
dent understanding, and allows the teacher great
facility of selection. Its versatility, ease of prepara-
tion, and low cost make it a valuable teaching
medium.
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SCRIPT CARD TO STORYBOARD

BRUCE R. LEDFORD
GORDON THOMAS

Storyboarding is a technique that provides system
and control in media software. It can be applied to any
form of media, including slide sets, filmstrips, motion
pictures, television, audiotapes, and even print media.
The technique requires only a supply of note cards and
a large wall or table area.

The Cards
Cards are used primarily because th'y are durable

and self-supporting. They are relatively inexpensive
and easy to obtain. The 5" x 8" card is a convenient
size. The card should be divided as shown in Figure 1.
This division can be hand drawn ith a straight-edge
and a felt tip pen, or it can be printed. Hand drawing
can be very time consuming, so it may be useful to
have a supply of these cards printed professionally.

The three sections of the card are used to develop
(1) narrative, (2) visuals, and (3) status and objectives.
The upper left section can be used to sketch illustra-
tions and ideas or to describe them verbally (see Figure
2). The source for the idea can be stated for reference.
The illustration should be in direct support of the nar-
rative.

The upper right section of the card contains the
status information and objective. The status informa-
tion that provides the control system includes art
work, photography status, processing status, return of

4" -1

film from processor, whether the completed visual is
put into the program or filed, and file status. Other in-
formation contained in this section includes the num-
ber of the scene or its position in the program, the
medium to be used, and a statement of the objective
for the card (see Figure 3).

The narrative is written in large letters on the bottom
section of the card. All the narrative pertaining to the
visual should appear in this section. The narrative for
one slide should not exceed 45 to 50 words. If another
medium is used, or if the space is not large enough, go
to the next card, continue the narrative on it, and leave
the upper sections blank except for the word "Continu-
ation" in the upper left section. This technique should
make the narrative coherent and contiguous (see Figure
4).

The Storyboard
The storyboard can be a cork or ply board on which

clear plastic strips have been stapled. The better strips
have a beaded edge that implements the insertion,
holding, and withdrawal of cards. A tentative order
within the cards can be arranged by placing them in

11
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5

8"

Association for Ethicational Communications and Tech-
nology, 1980 Reprinted from Audiovisual instruction, Sep-
temiier 1976

4- 4.r

Figure 1
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the story board from left to right and from top to bot-
tom. Skippery third or fourth space on the board to
allow for easier editing (see Figure 5).

Selecting cards and placing them on the storyboard
has several purposes:

1. They give the designer an integrated overview of

the organization.
2. They allow for easy sequencing and rearrangement.
3. They allow for easy deletion and replacement.
4. They allow for easy revision and refinement.
5. They allow for convenient abridgement between

cards to provide or enhance continuity.

NM MON MNMU 1.111 NM =MI Maw MENNMI MIMI NM
NM NM 1111MI II NM " MIN IMO NMNMI ..... ff.:
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FOCUSED NARRATIONS

MIKE LEWMAN

Very little has been written about the way narra-
tions are done for various types of audiovisual pre-
sentations. I'm not talking about the way narrations
are mitten, but how they are read. Many people do
not spend enough time to make their narrations as ef-
fective as possible. We can all tell, or at 'east we
think we can, when a photograph is out of focus. But
not many people can really tell when a narrator is
focusing on what he is reading.

In general, audio is often the forgotten child in
multi-media presentatiohs. And within the audio seg-
ment, narrations can really get slighted. Narrations
are often put off until the last minute when some-
body ,finally realizes there is a script which has to be
read., There are lots of people who can read well, that
is, they can pronounce most words correctly, recog-
nize punctuation, etc. But few people have the particu-
lar kind of awareness necessary to transcend the
"read-i-ness" of a script and communicate ideas. For
a narration to be effective, you must become involved
with what the script says and to whom it is being
said.

In a poorly done narration, the narrator comes
across as if he is talking down to his audience. Un-
fortunately, educators are among the worst at talking
down to people. They may sound to themsehdes like
they are really interested in what they are reading or
saying, but the audience frequently is made, to feel
inferior It is a problem generated by the mind set "I
know and I'm telling you." In the classroom or
recorded on tape this approach can really turn kids
off. Kids and adults all resent being talked down to.
It's boring, offensive, and the last thing in the world
you want to come across in a narration.

Despite what you might think, it is possible to nar-
rate as though you are an intellectual contemporary
with your audience, regardless of any age difference
instead of approaching the narration as "I know and
I'm going to tell you," pretend you just happen to
know about the topic in the narration and you want
to share it with the audience. Be believable. It is
often helpful to pretend that one member of your
audience is lust across the table from you and you are
going to relate this meaningful information to him on
a one-to-one basis. In an effort to try to clarify how a
narrator can get himself 'into" a narration, try the
following experiment.

°dation for Educational Communications and Tech-
nology, 1980. Reprinted from Audiovisual Instruction, March
1976.
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Imagine that you are charged with producing a
slide-tape presentation designed to orient sixth grade
students to a new junior high school. You have talked
with the junior high guidance staff, sixth grade teachers
and the junior high and sixth grade students. You
have determined that there are a number of riroblems
and misconceptions that incoming junior high stu-
dents are scared by the immense physical size of the
junior high building. The new students are filled with
apprehensions about all the "unknowns" lurking be-
hind those ominous school walls.

The opening slide in your program is a shot of this
massive, concrete school building. There is suspense-
ful background music and the narrative reads.

"Well, there it is .Southside. Sort of scary looking,
huh?"

The background music segues to bright cheerful music,
we see a medium shot of a smiling student, and the
narrative continues:

"We hope you don't think Southside Jr. High is a
scary place because it really isn't. It's just a school.
Maybe bigger than the school you've been used
to, but nevertheless just a school."

How would you approach doing this narrative or
how would you direct someone else to do it? It would
seem that there are a number of ways to approach
the problem. Think about the fears that you probably
had when you entered a new school. As you read, let
the understanding and compassion that you would
like to have heard when you were uncertain come
through to allay the apprehensions of your young
audience. With those memories and that situation in
your mind, read and record the narrative segment de-
scribed. Listen to the recording you made and ask
yourself critically, "Does thay sound like one person
talking compassionately to another or does it sound
like someone reading something they're totally unin-
terested in?"

Another possible way to get "into" this narrative
might be to picture yourself sitting on a curb with a
friend looking at this massive school. You were in
junior high last year and your friend will enter this
year See those two figures in your mind and thin'
about how two kids that age would probably talk to
each other about the schOol. With this "actor picture"
in your mind, try the narration once more. There are
certainly other ways to approach this narration, but
hopefully this illustrates the kind of thought processes
you can go through to really make your narrations do
what you want them to do.

Involvement with the words and phrases in a nar-
1

-4.
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rative script is critically important. Instead of just
seeing words, you need to practice being able to see
word pictures. Some words are chucked full of life
and personality. They have' flavor" and they conjure
up images. You have to see these word pictures as
you read if you are going to get involved in what the
script is trying to impart. Your voice must evoke the
activities and moods that are in the words. If the
words are happy, smile as you read and let that smile
come through as a happy, smiling voice.

If a scoot is a descriptive one, reading it very care-
fully in a regular manner can be deadly. Don't be
afraid of 'white space , in other words, don't be af-
raid to pausy in the script. Variety in pacing as you
narrate makes listening interesting and more natural.
\ou will sound more conversational. Listen to people's
conversation and you will hear lots of pauses. Silence
is like negative space in design, it is as important as
the sound in a good narration.

Don't be afraid to emulate the natural pattern of
the way people speak. You should narrate the way
people talk. Let your voice go up and down for em-
phasis. Read slowly, then quickly, trip through some
phrases or sentences. If you read a script carefully,
you will find it has some phrases or sentences which
can be thrown away. They are not critical to the
overall meaning or effect of the script. By doing this,
you can then focus more verbal attention on the im-
portant operative words and phrases in the script.

A repetitive reading pattern with roughly the same
number of words between each pause can be dis-
tracting and cause the listener to become restless and
not focus on what is being said This can be avoided,
however, even with slide or filmstrip narrations which
by their very nature tend to be broken into regular
segments by the dictates of each individual slide
frame. 'loci can improve these kinds of narrations by
punching some words, muttering others, and 'tossing

ott some There has to be a variety to hold the lis-
tener's interest

One big fallacy about narrating is the assumption
that all the punctuation placed in a script to make it
syntactically correct must be respected when it is
read. The truth is the scriptwriter can foul up a nar-
rator with punctuation and the compulsion to write
every thought in a complete sentence. Good nar-
rations should be written the way people talk and
people do not always talk in complete sentences As
a narrator you should riot be afraid to put your on
marks on a script. Put in slash marks for pauses, place
parentheses around phrases or words you can "throw
away, and underline operative words and important
phrases As a general rule, the punctuation that is
net essary to make a sentence grammatically correct
may make it sound stilted when it is read Commas,
for instance, may be necessary in the written sen-
tence, but they all do not have the same meaning or
require the same type or length of pause when read
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Be ready to accept some grammatical errors to make
the narration flow more smoothly and be more ef-
fective.

Involvement with a narration must be physical as
well as psychological. Sitting like a statue, moving
only your mouth as you read, will make the narration
sound lifeless and dull. Movement is important As
you narrate use your hands to gesticulate for emphasis
lust as you probably would do if you were relating
the content of tla narrative face-to-face with your
family or friends. You will probably have to physically
smile as you read to get a smile into your voice If the
script calls for a weighty or authoritative sound, slow
down and use lots of diaphragmatic energy to, give
your voice more authority

Your physical position as you narrate can have a
lot to do with how, you sound. Don't slough over a
pile and not move. Sit on the edge of your chair as
you read or stand up. By sitting straight or standing
up you are able to use more cm and get more dia-
phragmatic energy and enthusiasm into your voice
Try holding your script up at eyc level as you read
This straightens up your whole torso and lets you get
more energy and physical involvement into your
reading Remember, your eves, mouth, hands, and
arms can all be used to help convey meaning to the
listener.

The overall attitude you have toward a narrative
sc not cannot be overemphasized It you really
you can hear a preoccupied reader one who isn't
focused. You must concentrate on what is to be said,
to whom it is to be said, and how you're going to say
it Who are you going to be, where are you going to,
be, just what "actor pit_ tures'. are you going to see as
you read the words? You cannot lw thinking about
something else as you read You will probably find
that lifting the level of concentration to maintain-
your "focus- on a script can be physically exhausting
But by expending the energy to maintain that focus,
you will also find your narrations will improve im-
mensely

There are some people who read for ,1 living who
are not always "focused" on what they read The
really accomplished professionals, hoviever, do un-
derstand how important it is to narrate the way people
talk. When we listen to them we don't get the feeling
they are talking down to us They come across as one
person "focused on" and speaking to one person

You might feel that you have to be a professional
narrator to develop all the narrative techniques de-
scribed here. This is not true. If you will really listen
to the narrations you are involved with and if ,'ou will
try some of the technique, described here, you may
be pleasantly surprised at how, much more effective
your presentations will be. For Nears, we have spent
lots of time with scripts worrying about what we are
going to say. It's about time we eenie entrate hots we
say-it
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SHORTCUTS TO BETTER SLIDES

C. HUGH GARDNER

The beginning or occasional photographer usually
encounters a few pe'rsistent problems. This article dis-
cusses many of/ thoSe typical problems and ways to
overcome them so you can produce better slides.

Most of the recommendations relate to,a,djustable
cameraseither those se .manually by /he user or
automatically by internal camera mechanisms. But
don't feel left out if you tise a nonadjustable camera
many of the recommendations relate ,to techniques
rather than equipment.

/
Selecting A Camera

The new electronic Shutter cameras are the beSt
thing,yet for the occasional user, or even for the more
serious photographer who wants to spend more time,
on picture composition and less on technical adjust-
ments. Of course, this means an initial investment of
$100 or more. But equipment which helps you produce
a/greater percentage of useful slides will,be less expen-
sive in the long run.

Recommendations about which model or brand of
camera to purchase are beyond the scope of this article
But a few general guidelines may prove helpful.

1. If you want to do much with close-up photo-
graphy or if you eventually want to own a telephoto or
wide angle lens, then buy a single lens reflex camera.
Don't waste money on rapid film transport systems;
amateur photographers should take more time and
care in setting up each shot, notfrgss.

2. The recommended film size for color slides is
35mm or 126 cartridge. Of the two, 35mm has a greater
variety of film choices available. The rectangular format
of 35mm appears more natural since it closely matches
the proportions of movies and television. The 126
cartridge format does have one notable advantage,
hdwever instant, "foolproof" film loading

3. Within any given format, buy the smallest and
lightest camera which has the features you need
Cameras that are left at home because of their size or
complexity are poor investments. e

The Film Loading System.
The most persistent problem of the 35mm camera is

the film loadinit, system. Here are some of the more
frequent mistakes the beginner usually nipkes

' Association for Educational Communic ations andirec h-
pology, 1980 Reprinted from AuchmisUd1 Instructsun, Sep-
tember 1978.
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Pr klem. Fails to properly engage a fresh roll pf film
onto the takeup spool and, then proceeds t ' shoot
without ever moving the film.

Solution. Observe the movement of the rewind knob
during film advancement. After the back of the camera
h,-.s been closed and the process of advancing film to
the first exposure position begins, watch/ for an oc-
casional movement of the rewind knob to make sure
the film is being withdrawn from the film cartridge A
certain amount of free play exists, so don't expect a
constant turning of the rewind knob. /

Problem. Assumes the camera is loaded and shoots
with an empty camera.

Solution. Turn the re/ wind knob in the direction of
the arrow to make 'sur there's film in the camera If it
is not snugged ,up tight after three or four turns, the
Camera is undoubtedly empty.

Problem Correctly assumes the camera is loaded
with film but incorrectly remembers the film type and
A/, rating.

Solution Tape a note or part of the film box to the
camera as an aid to remember what type of:film is in
the camera.

Problem. Fails to rewind the film safely back into
the cassette before opening the camera

Solution Redo the rewind procedure before attempt-
ing to open the camera.

Inadvertent Camera MOvement
Probably more pictures are ruined by camera move-

ment than any other single factor. If your pictures
exhibit a general, overall blur, this is one of your
problems.

The cure is to hold the camera so that you can
"pinch" or "squeeze off" the shutter release rather
than push at it. You can practice this technique with
an empty camera.

Tape a small pen flashlight on the bottom of the
camera with the bulb facing toward the front. Get'in a
darkened area where you can see the spot of light from
the flashlight. Stand about four feet from a wall and
look for movement of the light as you attempt to, hold
the camera motionless. Now squeeze off the shutter
release. If you can see the flashlight spot move, you
know yoP need more practice. If you are using a single
lens reflex camera, shift your eyes slightly and look
past the viewfinder directly to the wall

If yclu try the flashlight technique with an empty 126
cartridge camera, you'll have to open up the back of

4 0 /
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the camera each time and trip the small lever at the
film plane so the shutter release mechanism will be un-
locked.

Backlighted Subjects
Probably the second Most frequent error is made in

photographing backlighted subjects with automatic
exposure cameras People generally turn away from
bright light sources for added eye comfort. If you want
to photograph people naturally-rather than pose them,
you'll find yourself fighting this uphill battle.

A quick solution is always to use front or side light-
ing on your subjects so that your automatic' cameta
can give you a correct exposure. Or, take pictures on
slightly hazy days when overall lighting is more even
or use open shade or fill-in flash.

A general recommendation for the beginner avoid
backlighted subjects when using an automatic camera
or when taking a light meter reading until your expertise
can help you solve all the variables.

,Flash or Existing Light
Utiless you own some special equipment, flash photo-

graphy should be reserved for subjects at a range
closer than 25 feet. Aside from exposure problems of
flash, the general appearance of most photos could be
improved if a high speed film and existing light were
used This helps avoid the unnatural appearance created
by a single light source. Electronic bounce flash is
another solution, but initial,cost and exposure compli-
cations probably make this a poor ,recommendation
for the beginner.

If your 35mm camera has an f/2.8 lens, use High
Speed Ektachrome tungsten or daylight film to take in-
door slides with existing light. Even if your camera is
limited to a smaller lens opening f/3.5 or f /4 - -you
can still take indoor slides with existing light by getting
the film processed at a higher ASA rating (check with
your lab).

If you take indoor slides with existing light, it is very
important not to include in your viewfinder image any
windows or doors through which daylight can be seen.
If you do, your automatic camera will adjust itself for
this light and your indoor subjects will be badly under-
exposed. Just remember to select a camera position
which "sees" only indoor light.

Focusing
With a rangefinder camera, getting the subject in

focus should not be a major probler, . If it is for you,
then pra6ice the adjustment of focus through the
rangefinder and compare the stated distance on the
camera focusing scale with the actual distance of the
subject

The mystery about what is commonly called focus
for most amateurs is the variability of sharpness in the
areas surrounding the subject Sometimes the pictures
appear almost the way the eye remembers the scene.
At other times the background and foreground appear
noticeably blurred

The area that surrounds the focused subject that ap-
pciars "sharp" in the picture is called the depth of field
The factors which can make this depth of field larger

or smaller should be understood by every photographer.
Any general book on photography will devote one or
more chapters to unraveling the mystery . I'll limit my
comments to the "rule of thirds." In applying this prin-
ciple to achieve the best depth of field, the subject of
the oicttire is considered to be an area rather than a
single point. The area extends from the closest object
of importance to the farthest object of importance.
The camera should be focused on a point one-third of
the way into the scene, going from the closest to the
farthest subject.

Pictorial Merit
Now we come to the most elusive consideration.

Entire books have been written on this subject. The in-
tent here is to summarize the most frequent errors and
give tips for their correction.

Most quality pictures have an easily identifiable
single purpose. It could be a picture of your new car, or
one of your friends, or your home. As three separate.
pictures, the problems of good composition are fairly
easilyhandled. But it would be a rare photo that could
properly Lompliment all three subjects in a single pic-
ture. -

The solution, aside from taking each subject separate-
ly, is to move the camera in close enough so that each
subject fills the picture area and the camera angle
eliminates any distracting elements. This is always
good advice, but for the 35mm or 126 cartridge camera
it is a "must" in order to take full advantage of the rela-
tively small film size.

The real purpose of a picture does not necessarily
conform to the full outside dimensions of the object.
For example, maybe it's the newly polished grill on
your car, or your friend's portrait, or the flowers and
landscaping around the front entrance of your home
that really should be the subject of each picture.
Photographers should ask themselves what it is that
they really want to communicate with each picture
and then fill the viewfinder with that particular sub-
ject.

When people are an important part of your pictures,
be sure to hie` them busy doing something, rather
than just staring into the camcra Probably the easiest
way to get people to act at ease is to take so many
pictures that they begin to ignore your presence. An
old p otographer's secret is to pretend to take pictures

,, until ypu begin to feel that things are back to normal
and tfien begin actually exposing your film But be
ready on each pretend shot for a real exposure.

Landscapes
Our landscapes photos/Seldom seem to evoke the

same grandeur that we recall in the original scene. This
is "Jecause our physical' presence gave us a three-
climet.,ional panoramic view of the entire area v.,hile
the Wm in our camera received only a two-dimen-
sional glimpse of one small area. Countless chapters
have been written on how to use leading lines, fore-
ground objects, frames, and other compositional de-
vices to improve thec limited glimpses but probab-
ly the best advice that can be given on a limited scale is

21
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to just carefully examine the inpage seen it the view-
finder of the camera. Yu,: Should ask yo.ir tlf if this
image were an enlarged hanging Gn the wall,
would you enjoy looking at it. i not then try some dif-
ferent angles or subjects.

Most photographers overlook countless photogenic
subjects because they are only ini.uenced by the three-
dimensional panoramic view seen by their eyes. The
shadows cast by a small section of ornamental iron-
work, the plight of a small wildflower trying push its
way through a crack in concrete. or the struggle of an
abandoned building against the elements of time may

21

have great potential that is seldom noticed when our
eyes and minds are focused on the total panoramic
scene.

When you're taking slides, the film you expose in
the camera is the tinal product. Every effort, therefore,
must be made to consider all elements of composi-
tion, lighting, contrast, etc., at the time the film is
exposed. Unlike the negative process, there will be no
intermediate steps for cropping, color balance, etc.

Hopefully, this "inside information" will help you
pa- duce a greater percentage of slides that others will
truly enjoy viewing.
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MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR VISUALMAKER
C. HUGH GARDNER

Many innovations are like fiash powder one bright
light and then they re gone. Two notable exceptions
of the last decade, at least from the standpoint of the
classroom teacher, have been the cassette reLorder
and the Kodak Ektagraphic Visualmaker. Both help
fill a communication need, are relatively inexpensive,
simple to operate, and give an almost 100% guaran-
tee of a usable product. Unfortunately, the potential
of thVisualmaker is n as well known to the average
teacher. What the cassette recorder can do for re-
corded sound, the Visualmaker can do for recorded
sight. What better partners could you ask for?

Since the Visualmaker has been around for some
time, the chances are very good that there is one al-
ready in your school or at least several in your district.
Hopefully, you know this to be the case and have
used one on several occasions. In any event, the tips
and suggestions given here should prove very helpful
for future applications.

Basic Equipment and Supplies
A logical start would be to get acquainted with the

equipment. The Visualmaker kit consists of a Kodak
Instamatic X 35 camera and two copystands on which
the camera may be mounted for closeup pictures

The closeup capability i3 provided by a special lens
built into each copystand, a single Magicube flash
provides all the needed light. Thus no adjustments
fur light or focus need to be made by the photographer,
One copy stand provides for photographing an area
approximately eight inches square, the other an area
approximately three inches square. The decision as to
which stand is best for each occasion and its proper
alignments are really the only variables which give
the user any concern.

As for the supplies, let's begin with the film Nor-
mally, slides are the desired product So, a 20 expo-
sure roll of Kodachrome 64 or Ektachrome 64 in the
126 instamatic size should be procured. Of course,
there are other fine companies besides Kodak that
make film for instamatic cameras. If your purpose is
to have prints instead of slides, then load the camera
with either a black and white or color print film

Next, you Will need a sufficient number of flash
cubes to expose your roll of film The original model
of the Visualmaker uses the regular flash( ubes, but

Association for Educational Communications and Emil-
nolgy, 1980 Reprinted trom Audtmetsual Instruction, March
1976

you are far more likely to encounter the later version
which uses the nt.vv Magicube. Be sure to check first
to see which you Will need as they are not inter-
changeable. If your unit has the X-35 camera, it will
need the Magicubes. To help in framing and composi-
tion, several sheets of different colored construction
paper, a ruler, and a sb.-ap knife are desirable.

Setting Up Equipment
The first step is to load the film into the camera. As

you do this, inspect the interior of the camera. Blow
away dust and wipe the inside lens if it is smudged.
Finish up this housekeeping task by checking, and
cleaning if necessary, the outer surface of the camera
lens and the lenses of both copystands.

Let's begin by using the large stand. Open it up,
and be sure to snap the side braces into their locking
sluts. Leave the focus setting at the beyond six-foot
position on the X-35 camera. Place the camera lens-
into the open ring of the .copystand lens and secure
the camera with the tripod locking screw. Now in-
sert a Magicube. If you have advanced the film to the
first position, you are ready for your first shot. Place
the stand on top of your desired copy. Alignment of
the copy is accomplished by observing the U-shaped
opening of the stand legs. Do not look through the
camera viewfinder as it is of no value when the
camera is mounted to the stand. Steady the stand by
placing one hand On top of the camera and then use
a finger and thumb of the other hand to "squeeze
off' the sh Ater release lever. A click will be heard
and the flash should go off.

Next, stroke the film advance lever one and one-
half to two strokes until it stop:,. This will move the
film to the number two position and rotate the flash-
cube to a fresh side. As you take the rest of your pic-
tures, remember to put on a new flashcube after
every four snaps.

Framing the Shot
Now for some more technical information. S-.id

simply but somewhat inaccurately, the area between
the stand legs will be photographed by the camera.
The hitch is that the camera actually "sees" less than
this area by about a half inch on the three sides sur-
rounded L the metal stand. The bottom of the photo-
waphed area for the fourth side or open end is just
about even with the tips of the side legs. If this seems
like an engineering mistake, just remember that you
wouldn't want to see the edges of the stand photo-
graphed onto your slides. For the same reason, don't

')
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draw border lines at this half inch point or try to cut
copy exactly eight squares square if you CI , you will
wind up seeing lines or tape tops on the ed e of your
slides. The safest practice is to let the pica) .;:r back-
ground paper "bleed" out to at least the Wide edges
of the stand. The photographed area will 0 less than
this, but you won t have to worry about 1iredicting
the exact point.

Now for a second consideration about framingthe
compositionof the finished product. Generally speak-
ing, important aspects of the visual, such as parts of a
diagram and titles, should not extend the very
edges of the projected slide. So back to the old draw-
ing board. When using the large copystand, impor-
tant copy should not be more than seven inches
squaw. in other words, you are nowt substracting
another half inch from all four sides Of the photo-
graphed area. This may not seem too confusing, but
in actual practice it is difficult to visualize all of these
considerations. The solution is to cut a piece of post-
erboard according to the dimensions shown for the
large mask in Figure 1 By placing the mask on top of
the stand legs you can now arrange your composition
as you would like the finished slide to look Remove
the mask before snapping the picture and this dif-
ficult situation has become easy.

; osais i440*
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figure I

roue 2 Using the large stand ss at' a 'masking kande

I)
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Figure 2 shows the mask for the large stand in use.
Note that the mask fits under the side braces and is
pushed the way to the vertical edge of the back
frame. By constructing the mask out of a flexible
material, it can be "bowed" at the center and moved
upward if loose materials or tile letters :re used.

A similar mask can be made for the small stand,
but since all dimensions are magnified at this close
range. subtract only one-quarter inch in both cases
Figure 1 also gives the proper dimensions for the
smaller mask and Figure 3 shows it actually being
used.

After some trial and error i,ou may have to change
some of the mask dimensions slightly for your particu-
lar Visualmaker. Slight variation is the penalty that
must be paid for mass produced, low cost copy equip-
ment.

Selecting the Copy
The simplest and perhaps most useful way to use

the copystand is to make slides from photographs,
drawings, illustrations, and diagrams from such sources
as books, magazines, and circulars. Many different
visuals may be brought together in a slide set and the
uniformity of Slides taken with the Visualmaker will
belie their scattered origins. Labels may be laid on
top of a picture before photographing and a specific
part of a photo or diagram can be permanentiy in-
dicated on the slide by laying a cut paper arrow in the
appropriate place on the original.

The Visuahnaker-also makes it possible for teachers
and students to prepare and photograph original art-
work. Slides can be used to ask questions, summarize,
give directions. mark divisions in material, or direct
students to the next activity. They may be made,
usually for the eight inch copy stand, with crayons, felt
upped pens, die cut letters. or clippings from printed
copy This artwork. should be done in colors that are in
strong contrast to the background shade white on
dark colors plc tograph better than pastels A standard
typewriter may be used to add written copy for the
three inch stand format and a primary-faced typewriter
can be used for the eight inch format.

The Visualmaker copystand can also be used to
photogreph some three dimensional objects. Such
objects may cast a shadow toward the open end of
the copystand. but pic tures can be planned so the
shadow does not intertere or so it enhances the elle& t
It you would prefer to minimize the shadow. try
holding a puce e cd white typing paper just outside the
pi( ture area at !he open end of the stand By leaning
it in at the top toward the camera, you can reflect
5(1111C flash( ubt ;ht back toward the shadow areas.

Thc Visualmaker is especially suited to photo
graphing specimens insec ts. leaves. rocks. soil
samples. and ultures It ( an also be used to photo
graph small aid( b. pieces ca equipment. and men
loseups of a process sue h as dissecting d frog The

eight inch stand has an amazing amount of Locus
tolerance Nothing needs to be done differently if an
object is less than one and one-half inches thick, but
eveo objects two to three inches deep c an be success
fully photographed if the stand is positioned so that
the normal focus plane cuts through the approximate

.A011.4
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middle of the object. A similar focus tolerance on the
three inch stand Is about on -half inch.

The Vs,. almaker kit includes a pistolgrip. handle
for the eight inch stand to Lac ilitat holding the stand
in a verti al position when photographing such things
as grow .111. plants or tree bark: you mutt remember to
use flash, however, when the camein Is mounted on
the copystand, even in sunlight.

If a picture or drawing .s not big enough to fill the
photographed area, it c an be mounted on or framed
with colored piper. Let s say you want to photograph
d picture printed m d book 1 hieh measures five and
ont half inches by siv and one-half inches. The use of
the three inc h stand would cut out too much of the
wanted area and, of course, the eight inch stand
would photograph unwanted items surrounding the
pa time The solution is to select a pleasing color of
construction pap-pr and with d ruler and sharp knife,

ut an opening slightly smaller than the pit ture tin
this case about five inc hes by six inc hest. It you place
the mask on top of the pie ture and under the legs of
the c opy stand, a very sasfac tory slide c an be pro-
duc ed from the pie tore Figure illustrates this often
enc ouhtered problem and Figure i sho,vs its simple
but aura( tivu solution with a c onstruc tun palm mask
and tile letters

Other Applications
The Visualmaker canna c an easily be used off the

opystand. Since it has an elec tit eye wha h makes
outdoor light setting automatic , c. en t rN age
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f .gurt. ; unthr.t: ttlpu wry ts about a !mt.&

students can use it with success. It should be noted
the elcc tric eye is powered by a battery

must i,c in working condition. If your camera fails to
indicate a need for flash on indoor plc tures, you ( an
Arspect that the battery is either weak or corroded If
the camera is used indoors, a distance of twelve feet
frion the suhect is maximum tor a good flash exposed
colored slide.

Slides made without the stand - people, machines,
signs, buddings - can he combined with those made
on the stand. Messing picture, in a slide set made on
the scene can often be tilled in by copying a flat
plc ture from a book or magazine.

Ike ease of making slides with the Visualmaker
opens many institic tional possibilities. One applica-

Fiore ; An ume a all appreprtate rft,h1,

lion (Awn overlooked is using slide sets give demon
strations of how to do something, such as use a slide
rule, thread a protector, put in a zipper, or clean a
sparkplug. Such slide set, can pros: in aluable to the
tt.a, her who uses a highly indix idualized or learning
station approach.

1 his e ()mew of a slide-sound set orings us full
circle back to the cassette recorder. Hopefully, you
ha(e made a decision in the interim to begin harness-
ing up this .ommunication team. A curriculum de-
sigaed to meet the needs of our complex world requires
both pictorial and verbal communication. No longer
can we afford the inefficiency that has characterized
our traditional efforts to tell the learner what we want
him to understand
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MULTIPLE IMAGE SLIDES

DAVID M. JENKINS'

If you want a more dynamic slide presentation,
why not try making multiple-image slides. Using a
slide copier, you can produce multiple-image slides
in a 'standard 35mm format that can be projeCted
from a single projector All you need is a sheet of 3
1:4" x 4" glass (the type used for producing lantern
slides is excellent), a roll of 3/16" opaque tape, and
lots of good slides.

The following two procedures are designed for dif-
ferent effects, The first process gives you either two,
three or four images on one slide The second process
will let you project multiple-image slides sequentially
for comparison For example, the first slide would
show an image on the upper left quarter of the screen.
The next slide would show the same picture on the
upper left quarter plus another image on the upper
right quarter. The next slide would show the first two
pictures plus an image on the lower left quarter, and
so on until as many as four pictures were on the
screen at one time. This is a very effective method of
showing information for comparison.

Two Images on One Slide
1) While two, three or four images can be produced

on one slide, you may want to limit your first ven-
ture to two. Select two slides that you want to
project simultaneously. Pick slides with the same
formateither both horizontal or both vertical.
Even though any combination will work, similar
formats are easier to handle initially. (See Figure
1.)

2) Remove the slide mounts and place the two 35mm
transparencies on the 31/4" x 4" piece of glass. Be
sure both the glass and transparencies are free of
dust and dirtthese will show up as specks on the
finished slide. (See Figure 2.)

3) Secure the transparencies on the glass with tape.
There are several brands of slide masking tape you
can use. It is generally inexpensive and gives a
clean, sharp edge to the image. If you are doing a
number of multiple-image slides, I recommend
buying tape in quantity since it goes surprisingly
fast. (See Figure 3.)

4) Using the tape, mask out the remainder of exposed
glass. (See Figure 4.)

5) Remove the plate on top of the slide copier and
place the masked slides on the copy stage. Copy

Association for Educational Communications and Tech-
nology, 1980 Reprinted from Audiovisual Instruction, January
1977

Figure 1

Figure 2

9 P41
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Figure 1
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the images just as you would normally copy a
regular -slide. During the first few attempts, you
might want to experiment with several camera set-
tings to compensate for one slide being slightly
darker than the other. The best approach is to
cover one slide and get a light reading on the
other; then get a reading on the second slide with
the first covered. Set the camera to a setting that
falls between the two readings. (See Figure 5.).'
Your finished product will be a single slide with

two images on it. Once you've mastered this, you can
'then produce a single slide with two, three, or four
images on it.

Multiple-Image Slides for Sequential Use
This process allows you to reveal different seg-

ments of the screen. It is done basically the same way
as the process above, but with the aid of easily con:
structed black paper masks.
1) Construct black paper masks according to the format

you want to use. (See Figure 6.)
2) Mount the slides with tape on the back of the mask

in the order you want them to appear. (c,:.., ngures
7 and 8.)

Figure 4

Figure 5

0
i

3) Place the mask and the slides on the slide copier.
Open the flap of the first, image to be exposed,
keeping the other flaps closed. Copy the first slide.
(See Figure 9.)

Figure 6

Figure 7i

Figure 8

ri r-
40 C'd

0

Figure 9
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4) Advance the camera without moving the mount.
Open the second flap along with the first and take
the second slide. (See Figure 10.)

Figure 10

5) Repeat this process for all of the flaps on the mask.
You'll then have a series of slides you can show

sequentially for comparison. This would be a good
way, for example, to show growth charts for the last
four years, revealing one consecutive year after
another. Or in foreign language class, you could show
a slide of the spelling of an Eng list) wo(d and ask stu-
dents to spell the word in the foreign language. After
answering, the next slide can be exposed showing
both the English word and the proper foreign spell-
i ng.

With a wide variety of slide combinations possible,
a one projector, multiple-image slide presentation
becomes financially feasible and exciting. Multiple-
image slides can make your presentation livelier and
more enjoyable.
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7302 COULD BE THE ANSWER TO SOME OF YOUR
TRANSPARENCY PRODUCTION NEEDS

PAUL E. NOVAK and PAULA NOVAK

Have you ever wanted a high quality overhead trans-
parency from one of your favorite black and white
35mm negatives? Have you wished for a quick set of
slides fora preSentation? If you answered yes to either
of these questions, your solution will be found through
the use of Kodak 7302 fine grain positive film (a fine
gain- negative - working material).

Overhead Transparency Proceis
This film is a tremendous medium to use for making

overhead transparencies. Processing is a snap for any-
one who can make black and white prints and the
price per transparency is under a dollar. To make a 8"
x 10" (20cm x 26cm) transparency, follow the steps
listed below:

1 Pick out one of your negatives, place it in the en-
larger.

2. Focus on the printing easel.
3 Get out a sheet of direct positive film using*either

an OA (yellow) or 1A (red) safelight. Put the film emul-
sion up on the easel and make the exposure. To deter-
mine exposure time, make a series of tests. This material
is about Y2 the speed of kedabromide grade 2.

4. Develop the film in a solution of one part Dektol
to two parts water. The image comes up rapidly once
the film is in the developing tray. The emulsion side, in
fact, might appear to be almost black and overexposed.
Develop with the emulsion side down and the results
can easily be judged by observing the changes on the
non-emulsion side. Normal developing time is about
two to four minutes, contrast can be built up by using
the longer developing time. The film will have a
cloudy appearance after developing is completed.

5 Drain the film and put it in the stop bath for about
30 seconds.

6 Fix the flint for about three tofive minutes. You
can judge total fixing time by observing the disappear-
ance of the cloudiness. Once the film clears, fixing is

Assoc Ninon for Educ atonal Corinnunications and fcbc
nology, 1980 Not prmously published.

about one-half completed. Continue fixing for a time
equal to clearing time. Room lights can be turned on
after one minute of fixing to judge the results of your
efforts.

7. Wash the film in water for about five minutes.
8. Give the film a 30 second dip in a Photo-Flo solu-

tion and hang it up to dry.
9. Mount the transparency and it's ready for projec-

tion. If you want more protection for the emulsion
side of the film, place a clear Sheet of acetate over the
emulsion side when mounting the transparency.

35mm Slide Process
A similar process can also be used to make 35mm

slides from a set of 35mm black and white negatives.
Instead of projecting the negatives in the enlarger, a
contact sheet is made using the direct positive film.
Start by selecting the negatives you wish to use and
follow these steps:

1. Take out a 8" x 10" (20cm x 26cm) sheet of direct
positive film, and place the negative strips on the film.
Remember to keep emulsion to emulsion when
making the contact sheet.

2. Place a sheet of glass on top to insure good con-
tact.

3. Make an exposure using the enlarger as a light
source.

4. Develop, stop, fix, wash, and dry the film.
5. Cut the film and mount the individual frames in

cardboard or plastic mounts. Resultsan almost in-
stantly produced series of black and white slides.

Kodak 7302 direct positive fine grain is a very versa-
tile and relatively low-cost photographic medium. Any-
one possessing darkroom skills can easily learn to use
this film to produce overhead transparencies. In addi-
tion, unprojectable negatives can be easily reversed
for projection. The process is simple, quick and low-
cost. Give direct positive film a try and see if it meets
some of your transparency production needs.
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CHANGING THE IMAGE SHAPE OF 35MM SLIDES

DUANE E. HEDIN

As slide presentations are being more widely used in
education, government, and industry, and as more
multi-media or multi-image programs are being shown
in conferences and conventions, it is not unusual to
see 350 or 400 slides in one program. It has become ap-
parent that something could, and perhaps should be
done to break the monotony of seeing the familiar rec-
tangular image of a 35mm format in every image area.

When two or more images appear on the screen or
screens at once, it is a nice relief for the viewer to oc-
casionally see a variety of shapes in the image areas.
When used wisely it is not only pleasant, but can
provide contrast and comparison. Variety and emo-
tional involvement can also be created depending on
the content of the slide and the shape of the mask.

About five years ago I devised a way of masking
slides the process is called High Contrast Slide Mask-
ing. It has been used in many multi-media productions
and recently a growing number of people have adopted
the idea, but continue to have many questions concern-
ing "how to do it."

There are several reasons for masking slides which
include, among others, covering unwanted material or
background distractions such as lettering, advertise-
ments, and other objectionable material so that only
desired parts of the illustration show through the mask.
Masks can also help to focus a viewer's attention to a
specific area of the slide image. Thus, slide masking

. can have a tremendous visual message impact.
Where the mask itself is part of the content and

lends support to the visual image, it assists in com-
municating the message. For example, a slide of a
football game masked in a football instead of the well
known rectangle not only focuses the viewer's atten-
tion on the action by blocking out some of the
spectators in the slide, but the shape of the slide rein-
forces the message (see Figure 1). A beautiful fall
scene masked irr* a leaf-shaped mask instead of the
familiar rectangular format or a traffic accident masked
in a broken windshield are other examples. (see Figure
2, 3)

There are several ways to mask a slide. Masking with,
high contrast film is a good one, not only because the
masks are opaque and project a very sharp line, but be-
cause they can be used with existing or old slides.

To produce a mask, make a silhouette drawing with

_

Assoc lation for Educ at tonal Communic ations and tec h-
nology. t98U Reprinted from Audio% tstia/ instruction, No-
vember 197i

black india ink on white posterboard or drawing paper
in the exact shape of the mask desired Then photo-
graph the drawing with high contrast ortho film to the
exact size wanted. After processing the negative, the
original black image will be the clear area on the nega-
tive through which the image is projected. When dry,
cut it to the outside dimension of the colored slide and
sandwich the negative with the slide into the 35mm
mount.

Care should be taken to mount the mask behind the
original film image (against the shiny backing of the
film). If it is shown in an automatic focus projector,
the image will be in focus instead of the mask. If for
any reason the mask should be in sharper focus than
the colored slide, then it should be mounted in front
of the original slide (against the dull or emulsion side,
toward the projection screen).

High contrast images can be saved over the years
and combined in positive form onto sheets of 8" x 10"
high contrast film or 35mm high contrast strips or rolls
When several masks are needed for a production, a

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

contact negative can easily be made from these and
the image to be sandwiched with the colored slide
simply cut out. The positive sheet is then left intact to
be used as a master for later masking needs. You'll find
that masking makes multi-media easier to produce
and more exciting for viewers.

31
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MAKING TITLE SLIDES

DEANE W. HUTTON AND JEAN ANNE LESCOHIER

Of all the audiovisual aids to instruction available
to the 'classroom teacher, colof slides offer several
unique advantages. Most teachers own a camera
whether it be-a Kodak Instamatic or a Nikonand
color glides are relatively* easy to present in both
group and individual ,instruction situations. And to
make a good set of home -made slides,look t.tulK pro-
fessional, it is easy to add title,,slides. Title slides are
not only useful for introducing the material, but also
for dividing into sections and for making summaries.
So titles can be important for practical as well as
aesthetic reasons.

There are, of course, many different kinds of title
slides. In fact, probably the simplest way to obtain
verbal material on slides is to photograph "natural"
signsbillboards, signposts, store marquees. But the
signs you want are not always available. To make a
title say exactly what you want; the surest thing is to
write out the words and photograph them. For those
of us who cannot hand letter neatly, there are many
alternatives. There are cutout letters, press-on letters
and mechanical lettering devices such as Wrico guides
and Leroy guides and Varityper machines. Once the
lettering is completed or pasted-up, it is relatively
easy to photograph, particularly if the slide-maker
has access to close-up rings or lenses. However, the
resulting title slide with a bare verbal message may
be a little dry. Its effectiveness can often enhanced
by combining the verbal message with a related photo-
graphic scene. How can title words be superimposed
over scenes? The answer to this question is the pur-
pose of this article.

Many methods are available for superimposing
words over a photographic scene. We will examine
four in some detail, describing equipment and pro-
cedures, and indicating advantages and disadvantages
of each method. The following diagram sets out the
four methods of image manipulation and combina-
tion in order of increasingly complexity and ver-
satility:

Method 1:
CAMERA DOUBLE-EXPOSURE
Over-rides double-exposure prevention mechanism in
35mm camera.

Association for Educational Communications and Tech-
nology, 1980. Reprinted from Learning Resources, Audio-
visual Instruction, May 1974.
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Method 2:
SANDWICH SLIDE
Combines separate frames in single mount.

Method 3:
SLIDE DUPLICATOR
(e.g. Repronar)
Combines electronic flash, to illuminate slides, with
built-in double-exposure facility.

Method 4:
DIAZO COMBINATION
Convert title slide and color slide to diazo positives
and combine with methods 2 or 3.

As might be expected, methods which are more
sophisticated and versatile also cost more in time and
money.

Method 1:
CAMERA DOUBLE-EXPOSURE
Over-rides double-exposure prevention mechanism in
35mm camera.

Modern 35mm cameras usually have automatic
double-exposure prevention mechanisms. However,
in most cases the mechanism can be over-ridden.
(This method will not be applicable to most cameras
that use a rewind switch rather than a rewind button.
e.g. Nikon F)

Take

Don't advance
Tighten

Hold

Photograph
Warning

r)

the first picture (e.g. a scene), keep-
ing in mind where ihe title words will
be placed.
the film!
the film in the camera by turning the
rewind lever.
the rewind lever firmly, press the
rewind button and flip the advance
lever one complete turn. This will
cock the shutter ready for the next
exposure without advancing the film
so that the next frame will be super-
imposed over the last.
the title words.
Use white or light colored lettering
on a black background.
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Method 2:
. SANDWICH SLIDE
Combines separate frames in single mount.

Photograph the scene and title words separately.
In this case the lettering should be
black or a dark color on a light back-
ground. Also, the scene should have
a light area which correspond to the
position of the words on t the title
slide.

Remove each slide from its mount.
Fix them together with small pieces of

adhesive tape over the sprocket-
hole edges.

Re-mount the "slide sandwich" :n a fresh
mount.

Method 3:
SLIDE DUPLICATOR
(e.g. Repronar)
Combines electronic flash, to illuminate slides, with
built-in double-exposure facility.

The Repronar can he used for making ordinary slide
copies, for adjusting exposure, for cropping the original
image, and for making several kinds of title slide We
will describe its use in superimposing white or light-
colored lettering over a dark image area.

Make

Place

Switch

Switch

Press

Do not
Cock

Replace
Press

Advance

a title slide on high contrast film
(e g Kodalith) with clear letter-
ing on black background.
scene slide on the ground glass
of the Repronar.
on viewing light, focus the
image, set f stop according to
the calculator.
light from "view" to "flash" posi-
tion.
shutter-release button, wind
the film.

shutter by pressing the plunger
at back of camera.
scene slide with title slide.
shutter-release button again to
make the second exposure
the film.
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To make a title slide with colored letters, repeat the
above procedure but place a colored filter (e.g., cel-
lophane, gelatin or diazo film) in contact with the title
slide when it is copied. Use light colors, and make sure
the letters are superimposed over a dark area of the
scene.

Method 4:
DIAZO COMBINATION
Convert title slide and color slide to diazo
and combine with methods 2 or 3.

-7'

positives

The diazo process can be used for creating a con-
tinuous-tone positive monochrome image from a color
slide. There are many ways to combining this positive
with the title. Here we outline the method for making a
two-color diazo title slide

Remove the color slide from the mount.
Mace slide on contact with colored

diazo film.
Expose diazo-slide combination to ul-

traviolet light.
Do not develop at this stage! You now have a latent

positive diazo scene.
Make a Kodalith positive title slide

from the Kodalith negative.
Place Kodalith positive in contact with

diazo film of a second color.
Expose to ultraviolet light.
Develop in ammonia. You now have a

diazo positive title.
Sandwich latent diazo scene with Kodalith

negative, title.
Expose the sandwich to ultraviolet

light so that title "burns" into
the scene as clear letters.

Develop in ammonia. You ndw have a
diazo monochrome scene with
clear letters.

Combine diazo title scene with diazo title.
The colored letters will show
through the clear letters. These
two can be combined by the
Sandwich Slide or Repronar.

This is one of the more complex diazo combinations.
Simpler methods can be worked out from this outline.

We have outlined four methods for superimposing
words over scenes to make title slides. Refer to Table 1
which outlines the advantages, disadvantages and sug-
gested use of each method.

(over for Tahle 1)
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TABU 1

METHOD ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
L

SUGGESTED USE

1

Double
Exposure

Quick.
No special equipment needed.

Cannot preview the super-
imposition.

iInitial exposures must be correct.
Must use light lettering.

For making superimposed title
slides when camera is only
equipment available.

2

Sandwich
Quick.
No special equipment needed.

Original slide incorporated into
sandwich.

Must .use dark letters on light
background.

To make titles that are needed in
a hurry, using pre-existing
color slides.

3

Repronar

Quick.
Excellent control over relative

size$, of picture and lettering.

Equipment expensive (several
models, $200 up).

Cannot preview the super-
imposition.

For mass production of title slides.

4

Dino
Process

Variety of effects possible.
Flekible.

Time-consuming.
Requires considerable skill and

practice.

Effective for producing title slides
with unusual color combina-
tions.

r.,

I
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HOW TO MAKE TITLE SLIDES WITH HIGH
CONTRAST FILM /
DEANr K. DAYTON

Photographers, educators and others often combine
color slides into a single presentation to communicate
better visually Such presentations can be greatly en-
hanced by including attractive title slides or by super-
imposing captions, labels, etc , over existing slides.
The need, therefore, arises for a simple and inexpen-
sive system to make title slides. The purpose of this
article is to describe such a system 7-one which is very
flexible/but still meets the requirements of low cost
and ease of use.

Locating Materials
1 he key to this system of making title slides is a high

contrast film manufactured by the Eastman Kodak
CoMpany called "Kodalith Ortho Film, Type 3." This is
an orthochromatic film which has long been used by
offset printers and graphic artists. When properly ex-
posed and dekloped, it results in excellent reproduc-
tions, yielding solid blacks, exceptionally clean whites,
and no middle gray tones.

Kodalith is available in 35mm, as well as many other
formats. The 35mm film (Kodak film type 6556), how-
ever, comes in 100 foot molls (approximately $10) and
must be repackaged into cartridges by the user. Such
repackaging can either be done with a bulk loader or in
a darkroom. Individuals desiring to produce large quan-
tities of positive high contrast slides may also want to
purchase a box of 8 X 10 sheet film (Kodalith film type
2556 approximately $20 for 50 sheets) since it sim-
plifies the process of making contact prints.

Kodalith can be developed in any of the following.
Kodalith Super RT Developer, Kodalith Developer,
Kodalith Fine-Line Developer, or Kodalith Liquid De-
veloper To prolong their life, the developers are sold
as two separate solutions, A and B, which are mixed in
small quantities just prior to use.

Kodalith films and developers d re not considered to
be amateur products and are sometimes hard to lo-
(ate They are, however, stocked in some of the larger
photography shops. Shops that do not have them in
stock can often order them or can refer you to another
store Shops that advertise Kodak Graphic Arts Supplies
Should have the products readily available. Asa last re-
sort, you can write to the Eastman Kodak Company
( 343 State Street, Rochester, New York 14650) for the
acldresS of the nearest distributor

Association for Educational Communications and fe(h-
nology, 1980 Reprinted from Aodiovisua/ Instun turn, April
and May 1977

The rest of the supplies (see the Required Materials
list) can be found in photography, drug, grocery, or art
supply stores. The required equipment should be readily
available in even the simplest of darkrooms capable of
handling 35mm film. The one modification to the
darkroom, which is well worth the effort, is the instal-
lation of a red safelight (Kodak Safelight Filter No. 1A,
or similar substitute) if one is not already there. Red
light, unlike other colors, will not expose the ortho
film and therefore eliminates the necessity of working
in total darkness.

Preparing the Artwork
Techniques for producing the artwork for the slides

are plentiful, and in most cases quite simple. The only
major requirement is that the artwork be high contrast,
consisting of a dark (preferably black, and definitely
not blue) image on a light (preferably white) back-
ground A black inclia ink or felt-tip pen drawing on
white paper makes an excellent original. Illustrations
can be made freehand, or can be composite pictures
pasted together from a variety of sources, such as high
contrast magazine illustrations or commercially pre-
pared clip art As long as all of the illustrations are on
white paper and are adhered well to a white back-
ground, the paste-up marks should not show when
photographed.

Lettering, too, may be freehand, or you may want to
try a commercially produced system. There are a variety
of mechanical systems available LeRoy, Letterguide,

i tech. etc which produce professional appearing
lettering using India ink, templates and a scriber. These
systems do, however, require d sizable initial invest-
ment which the small-time producer may not be able
to afford An excellent substitute can be f000d in
transfer type Presstype, Chartpac, Format, etc.
which can be purchased by the sheet ($1 to $4 per
sheet) in art supply stores. These letters cum- in a wide
variety of interesting sty les and sizes and are easily
applied to the artwork.

A few precautions before preparing the artwork will
prevent occurence of two common mistakes. The
first has to do with the size of the artwork and the
limitations of the equipment with which you plan to
photograph the artwork If you have a macro lens, or a
series of close-up filters, for your single lens reflex
camera, you need not worry much. However, if you do
riot have these items, be certain that the artwork is
large enough to be in focus when it fills the viewfinder
of your camera.

Second, sin( e the artwork is to 1w «ipied onto a
.35mm slide, it is impOrtant that it 1w prepared in a
suitable format (see Figure 1) When a 15m in slide is in

ti
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Artwork must

conform to
this fOrmat

Figure I

a horizontal position, the ratio of the image height to
the image width is approximately 2 to 3. This means
that the prepared artwork must also fit within this
ratio if it is to have a pleasing appearance. For example,
if the width of the finished artwork is 12 inches, its
height must be two-thirds of that distance, or eight
inches. Prior to beginning the artwork, it is a wise
pracLi,e to estimate its approximate site and then
draw a properly proportioned format rectangle directly
on the drawing paper with a light blue pencil. The
artwork can then be composed within this rectangle.
The light blue pencil marks will not show up when the
artwork is photogri,phed with the Kodahth

Photocopying the Artwork
Tu eliminate the problem of parallax, a single lens

reflex camera should be used to copy the artwork If a
copy stand is (wadable, the camera should be rigidly
mounted to the camera support, making certain that
the bac k of the camera is parallel to the base of the
copy stand The artwork is then placed on ths base If
it has a tendency to curl, a c lean sheet of glass may be
used to hold t flat Photographic lights with reflectors
should be placed at either side of the copy stand and
aimed down at an angle of approximately -Vi° from
horizontal so that they evenly illuminate the artwork
surtaL L. k see Figure 2) A c able release should be used
on the camera to eliminate the possibility of mu% eMent
during the exposure

run
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In the event a copystand is unavailable, a tripod can
be used to support the camera. In this case the artwork
must be secured to the all and the camera positioned
as shown in Figure 3. If two photographic lights with
reflectors cannot be located, any source of light (other
than red) can be used. If this is done, make sure that
the artwork is evenly illuminated.

Kodalith has an ASA of 6, but I find the value to be
somewhat unreliable due to the narrow latitude of the
film and differences in light sources, developer tem-
peratures, manufacturers specifications, etc. For that
reason, it's a good idea to shoot a test roll prior to
copying a large quantity of material. Since the film
must be bulk loaded, it's a simple matter to load a
short roll (ten to 15 exposures) into the camera, set the
shutter speed at one secon.1, and make several expo-
sures at one-half stop interval, throughout the aperture
scale, recording the aperture setting for each shot. The
artwork used for these test exposures should be of a
medium size and rather complex in order to provide
the best estimate of the correct exposure.

Once the film has been devc.loped, following the
manufacturer's specifications, the best exposure can
be selected and its aperturedetermined by referring to
the notes taken while shooting. A properly exposed
negative should preserve all of the fine detail, as well
as have clear, transparent whites and solid blacks
which are free of pinholes. As long as no conditions
change (light position, developer temperature, etc )
an aperture selected in this manner should provide
adequate exposures for the rest of the artwork. However,
it is a good precaution to bracket all exposures by
shooting each piece of artwork at an aperture one stop
greciter and one stop less than the selected exposure.
This practice of shooting in three!, often eliminates the
need to reshoot some of the slide and is considered
to be well.worth the additional c ost in materials.

The film can be developed under a red safelight-in
either a roll film tank or a tray, The use of a tray permits
development by inspection in the event a test roll was
not shot. However, the use of a film tank probably re-
sults in more e en development of roll film De eloper
is prepared lust prior to use by mixing equal portions
of the two solutions. Development times and tempera
tures for the anous de% elopers can be found on the
data sheet packed with the tilm. Except for the type
and use of the developer, the process is identical to the
development of any other roll of .35mm black and

'hotngraphsng tt .1 triptgl
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REQUIRED MATERIALS

This is a list of all of the materials required to com-
plete all of the processes described in this article. If
the reader intends w try only some of

Supplies
Kodalith Ortho Film, Type 3

- 35 mm, type 6556 (10 foot roll)
-8" X 10" sheet film, type 2556

developer (one of the following)
-Kodalith Developer
- Kodalith Super RT Developer
- Kodalith Fine-Line Developer
-Kodalith Liquid Developer

stop bath
fixer
photographic paper
black and white. continuous tone film
drawing paper
india ink
slide mounts
negal ive opaque
cotton swabs
watercolors (one of the following)

-foodcoloring
-Dr. PH. Martin's Synchromatic

Transparent Watercolors
acetic acid (stop bath or vinegar)
spirits of ammonia
rubber cement
colored mimeograph ink
clean newsprint
masking tape

the processes, man
be needed. In suc
should be consulter

of the materials listed sill not
a case. the text ot the article

before any purr haws are made.

Equipment

35 mm single lens reflex camera
copyst and or tripod
lights with reflectors (2)
cable release
film cartridge
bulk film loader
darkroom
red safelight (Kodak Filter No. 1A)
film developing tank with reel
developing trays (3)
enlarger (or other light source)
glass plate
squeegee
cotton glove
'drawing instruments
a lettering system (one of the follow-

ing)
-a mechanical lettering system

(LeRoy, Letterguide, etc.)
- sheets of transfer letters (For-

man, Chartex, Presstype, etc.)
ruler
light blue pencil
projector
small brush
bottle-, for mixing colors

white film. The novice can find an adequate descrip-
tion of the development process on the film data
sheet.

If a negative slide is acceptable (white lettering or
artwork on black background), it's a simple matter to
select the best exposure of each slide once the film is
dry. Cut the negative of this expos,ure and secure it in a
mount available at most photography stores. If a
positive slide is desired (black artwork or lettering,on
white background), the negatives can be contact
printed. emulsion to emulsion, onto another strip of
roll film or onto a sheet of Kodalith film, type 2556.
Then develop the film and mount the negatives in the
same manner as described above. 11 you are unfamiliar
with the process of making contact print, you can find
an explanation in any basic photography hook.

Occasionally, slides prepared in this manner have
pinholes or other imperfections ini the black areas, due
to improper development or dirt somewhere in the
system These imperfections can be removed with
negative opaque, available at photography stores.
Opaque is simply a very dark paint which will block
the passage of light. It can he applied directly to the

slide with a bush. This material, however. should be
used only on a dry slide and as the last step before con-
tact printing or mounting.

INTERNATIONAL
MORSE

CODE

A positise high «intr.ist slide
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A negative high contrast slide

Most high contrast films see either black or white
and no shades of gray. It is, therefore, sometimes dif-
ficult to determine the correct exposure because it is
affected by the quality and contrasts of the original.
To determine the optimum exposure for your standard
set up, use a gray scale (Kodak Graphic Arts) for a
series of exposures. After development, read the nega-
tives for what's called the "dirty thirty." Al! values to
the dark side of .30 on the gray scale are black (clear on
the negative). All values to the light side are white
(opaque on the negative). That leaves .30 a confused
gray or "dirty Exposure is now optimized for best
contrast.

Ed

Part II

Although Kodalith Ortho Film is black and white,
one or more colors can easily be added to the slides to
enhance their beauty. One of the major ingredients of
photographic emulsion is the substance
which holds the siker particles in suspension on the
film Watercolor can be used to tint this gelatin (oat
ing, just like food-coloring (a watercolor) is used to
tint gelatin salads or desserts

A Watercolored Positive
There are two good sources for watercolors Food

coloring, mailable at the grocery store, conies in four
basic colors and can be diluted and combined to
create almost any other color. HoweY ei, if consistency
of color is required, it might be wise to purchase some
bottles of Dr. PH. Martin's Sy nchromatic Transparent
Watercolors, available through art supply stores The
bottles come in sizes as small as one-half ounce or as
large as one quart, and in a wide range of colors

If a single color is to be added to a high contrast
slide, the best result will bc obtained by dipping the
dry piece of film iiito a tray of watercolor. Experi-
mentation with pieces of scrap film is recommended,
since many colors will need to be diluted to prevent
them from being too intense for good projection. To
increase the permanency of the color, a small quantity
of acetic acid (stop bath or vinegar) can be added tO
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the diluted watercolor. To ensure even saturation and
to prevent spotting, the film should be immersed in a
tray for two or three minutes and then either squeegeed
or blotted quickly with clean newsprint before being
hung up to dry.

If two or more colors are to be applied to the same
slide, they are best applied with a cotton swab lather
than in a tray. This procedure is particularly effective
with negative slides which have patcl..es of color sur-
rounded by large regions of black. Such negatives re-
duce the precision required to apply the color by
masking the uneven edges of the color.

Since both the emulsion and base sides of the film

IMark the title area
& image corners with
a light blue pencil

are coated with a gelatin-like substance, color can be
applied to either side. The emulsion coating (the dull.
side), however, is much thicker and will result in a
darker shade. To ensure even saturation, color applied
with a cotton swab should be permitted to stand on
the surface of the film without drying for at least two
minutes before being blotted off with clean news-
print.

If you have a difficult time preventing the colors
from running into adjoining areas, a rubber cement
solution can be used a:, a mask. The masking material
is made by mixing rubber cement with a little colored
mimeograph ink to make it more visible. Using a small
brush, this can then be applied to those areas of the
slide that are not to be colored since areas coated this
way Will not accept watercolor. After a color has been
applied, the rubber cement can be removed by gently
rubbing it off with a finger. Since the rubber cement
will not affect the watercolors one e they have been
applied, the process can be repeated for each addi-
tional color.

Mistakes in coloring can usually be corrected by
washing the film in running water in the same manner
in which it was washed during the development pro-
cess This procedure, however, requires redrying of the
film and removes all of the color. Minor mistakes can
be corrected with spirits of ammonia, available in
most drug stores. Like watercolors, spirits of ammonia
can be applied with a cotton swab. Once the ammonia
has been liberally absorbed Into the surface of the
film, it will remove watercolors.

Ci r)
4.4
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Superimposing Titles Over Existing Slides
Attractive effects can be achieved by superimposing

high contrast, positive slides over continuous tone,
color slides. The result is very similar to that often seen
in motion picture titles. The artwork for a superimposed
title is prepared as previously described, except that it
must be planned with the color slide in mind. A good
practice is to project the slide a piece of drawing

II

A watereo/ored negative slide,

a

paper Then, indicate on the paper with a light blue
pencil the area where the title is to appear. Superim-
posed titles are most legible on light colurc,: areas
with little or no detail Before turning off the projector,
be sure to indicate on the paper where the corners of
the slide fall, so that the two images can be registered
later.

After you are finished with the projector, add the
title to the indicated area, using one of the recom-
mended lettering systems A blue pencil and ruler can
be used to connect the corner marks, thereby indicating
the edges of the frame in the finished slide. Once the
artwork is completed, photograph it, making certain
that the edges of the camera viewfinder coincide with
the frame edges which are drawn on the artwork. De-
velop the film and contact print it, emulsion to emul-
sion, onto another sheet of film. The resulting positive
should then be developed and trimmed to size in pre-
paration for mounting.

If the color slide is inserted in a plastic mount, it is a
simple process to pry the edges of the mount apart and
slide the film out. This should, of course, be done with

A watercolored positive slide
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a cotton glove to prevent fingerprinting the slide. The
positive high contrast slide is then positioned, emul-
sion to emulsion, on top of the color slide and the two
inserted back into the mount. if the color slide came in
a cardboard mount, the original mount will probably
have to be destroyed and the two remounted in either
another cardboard or a plastic mount.

A title superimposed over an existing slide

The process of contact printing emulsion to emul-
sion results in a high contrast positive and a color slide
which are correctly oriented when the two are placed
emulsion to emulsion. This is important, since it places
the two photograpt;ic images, for all practical purposes,
in the same focal plane. Separation of the two emul-
sions, even by a short distance, might result in the lack
of proper focus for one of the two images when the
slide is projected on a screen. Occasionally, the heat
from the projector or the characteristics of the film
may cause the two pieces of film to separate and result
in the same problem. This, however, can be eliminated
by.mountIng the slides in glass mounts which will hold
the two pieces of film tightly together.

Posterized Slides
Posterization is a process by which continuous tone

pictures are converted to high contrast by eliminating
all of the intermediate gray tones. The effect is easily
;thieved with Kodalith film and often results in very
d amatic and artistic slides.

The original photograph can be taken with any

40
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black and white film, such as Plus-X or Tri:X. Posteriza-
, tion is usually most attractive if the original print con-

tains many dprk shadp ws which reveal the form of the
object in the photograph. Such an effect can be created
by using a single light source to one side of the object.
The print can be made on any nontextured photographic
paper. If the negative is of low contrast, an effort
should be made during the printing process to heighten
the contrast by whatever means possible. Transfer
type can be used to superimpose titles over the light
areas of the finished print.

The posterization is accomplished by rephoto-
graphing the print with kodalith Ortho Film. Depending
.upon the desired effect, the high contrast negative, or

READINGS FROM AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION4

a poitive made by contact printing, can be used for
the slide. Watercolors can, of course, be added to
make the slide more attractive.

Conclusion

Individuals interested in the preparation of visual
materials that contain a message will discover that
high contrast film can greatly expand the sometime
limited potential of continuous tone photography
This article has only briefly described one use of high
contrast filmthe preparation of title slides. However,
serious experimentation with this process can lead you
to a broad range of other uses.
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ADDING IMPACT. TO 354M SLIDES
NEAL HALL

"It seems"as though everyone who works preparing
visual presentations has some favorite "trick" for doing
35mm slides. Adding interesting visuals is a plus for
any presentation. We all know that "words" on a
screen have about as much visual impact as the inside
of a lens cover, but now and then there seems to be no
way around showing just words. To add impact, many
systems exist: color backgrounds; burn-ins over other
scenes; high-contrast negatives or positives' colored
with tape, gel, or food coloring; and many other ways
much more exotic.

Most of these methods take time and effort. Some-
times it's easiest to photograph on color reversal film
and have the processing done by a commercial pro-,
cessor.

Here is a method that allows the simplicity of "push
the button and leave the rest to the drug store" with
more visual impact than standard color reversal slides
usually offer. Using this system, black type will be
projected as white_ Black type is usually easiest tb set
on typewriter, headliner, oc by using press type. But,
white type generally looks best on the screen because
it is lighter than its surroundingsit stands out and
gives more impact to the words. This' system gives
colored backgrounds with fully saturated, vivid, trans-
parent color. The method involves a chemical mis-
match between film and processing. The film 'used is
Kodak Ektachrome Xa reversal type slide film; but
instead of processing into slides via its normal chem-
istryit's processed in color negative chemistry. This
gives a color negative, where black equals white and
colors are produced as their complement. Since the
orange colored masking present in most color negative
materials is not present in Ektachrome X, the color
complements are rendered quite pure.

Color can be added to the original copy in a number
of wayscolored paper, color filters over the camera
lens, or colored gel over the light source; but remember,
what you see is the opposite of what you get. You can,
get some idea of the final color reproduction by draw-
ing a color wheel. Start with a circle (clock face). Write
in red at 2 o'clock, green at 6 o'clock, and blue at 10
o'clock. Add the complementsyellow at 4 o'clock,
cyan (blue-green) at 8 and magenta (blue-red) at 12.
Now you have a graphic representation to show input

.. .

Assockition for Educational Communications and Tech-
nology, 1980 Reprinted from Audiovisual Instruction, .
November 1975.
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versus output. Color on the final slide will be directly
across from (180° away) the color on the original. It
can be found that yellow paper will photograph as
blue, light red or pink as green, etc.

Exposure will take some experimentation Ek-
tachrome X carries an ASA of 64, but this system will
increase the effective ASA to about 400. Proper ex-
posure is achieved when the whites are clear and
open. Since color balance is relatively unimportant in
this system, there's no need to worry about the color
temperature of the light sources.

After exposure, mark the film magazine "process C-
22" and have it processed. Tell the lab to process only
(otherwise you'll get prints also), and it might be wise
to buy some -35mm mounting framescommercial
processors normally don't mount color negatives, how-
ever, some will if asked.

This process will yield 35mm slides that are visually
interesting because of the vivid and unusual colors,
and the reversed type makes for a much snappier
screen image.

Editor's Note Some commercial processors are using a
new process "C -41'- instead of C-22. C-4115 a 100 de-
gree process, and might be a little hot for Ektachrome
X. Check that your processor is in fact using C-22 be-
fore ydhoend the film.

e
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MAKE PERFECT SLIDE CAPTIONS EVERY TIME

MARIE E. COLLART
BETH L. WISMAR

Printed slides over background illustrations add in-
terest and emphasis to program introductions, modu-
lar dividers, credits, or summary sections. The letters
are dominant, and the pictorial material is secondary.
The reversedominant illustration and secondary let-
tersis also frequently desired in auto-tutorial pro-
grams. In this case, the letters, circles, pointers, or ar-
rows are used to direct the viewer's attention and
clarify observation. Some of the slide-titling techniques
that have appeared recently in the literature are refer-
enced here.

By simply sandwiching an acetate sheet containing
dry transfer letters with slide transparency film, it is
possible to produCe color or *black-and-white slides
with the letters over background illustrations in a way
that does not require photographing the letters. This
method additionally, allows positioning of the letters
exactly where desired in relation to the illustration.
The results are immediately observable and can, if
necessary, be altered quickly and easily. It is possible
to re-use either the pictorial or verbal component
separately. This method also has the flexibility of using
multi-color lettering. It is well suited to both 3" x 4"
and 35mrwslides.

The techniques using pictorial material as back-
ground require preplanning of the illustration in order
to position the title and image in good and purposeful
alignment. The major advantage of this method is that
letters can be positioned over an illustration and later
adjusted to complement it.

The following supplies are needed: a sheet of thin
acetate like that used for overhead transparencies, dry
transfer letters, double glass slide binders, cotton tip
swabs, fine forceps, scissors, slide film cleaner, sharp
point scriber, burnishing tool, and soft camera brush.
To facilitate the rapid accurate placement of letters, a
permanent alignment grid should be made by scribing
a T' x 2" area on a sheet of heavy acetate witha series
of horizontal and vertical lines. The lines should be
spaced appropriately to the size lettering being used,
with a pointed instrument and a straight edge. The
lines can be made more visible by wiping the acetate
sheet with black drawing ink to fill in the lines.

Association for Educational Communications and Tech-
nology, 1980. Reprinted from Audiovisual Instruction,
September 1976.

Making the Sandwich
1. Secure the fine-lined grid to the light board with

tape (see Figure 1).
2. Remove the film from the..cardboard mount and

position it aver the grid, using the grid to approximate
the length and spacing of the letters. Once desired
spacing for the letters has been approximated, place
the film aside in a clean'area.

3. Secure a square of acetate at least Y2" larger than
the film over the grid with a small piece of masking
tape at either edge (see Figure 2). The thinner the ace-
tate, the better the critical focus of the finished slide.

4. Use the burnishing tool to adhere the dry transfer
letters to the acetate, using the grid as a guide. If a mis-
take is made, letters can be lifted with transparent tape
and the area cleaned with a cotton swab. When you
are satisfied with the placement of the letter, place a
piece of onionskin or other cover paper over the letter
and carefully burnish it down. (see Figure 3). Warning:
excess pressure in burnishing will cause the letters to
appear fuzzy when projected.

5. Gently clean any partiCles of adhesive remaining
around the letters wit' a swab moistened in slide film
cleaner (see Figure 4).

6. Place the film onto a light box with the emulsion
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slide down, and align the acetate over the film so that
the letters are positioned exactly as desired.

7. Mark the four corners of the film by making a
small scratch in the acetate with a sharp pointed in-
strument or scriber (see Figure 5).

8. Cut the acetate to the film size, following the
scratch marks. Handle the acetate carefully to avoid
scratches on the visible surfaces (see Figure 6).

9. The acetate and film are now ready to be mounted.
Use forceps to mount the film in the glass mount, with
the emulsion side to the glass. Mount the acetate into
the second half of the glass mount with the letters
toward the glass (see Figure 7). Lightly press the two
halves of the glass mount together.

10. Project the new slide to check for positioning.
clarity of print, and absence of dirt. If adjustments are
needed, open the mount, reposition, and clean with a
soft camera brush. Once satisfied, tightly snap the two
halves of the glass mount together.

The finished slide is now ready for immediate use in
a universal slide tray. Due to the thickness of the glass
mount, duplication of the slide is necessary if it is to be
used in a 140-slide tray. It is possible at any time to
open the original mount to separate the acetate and
film.

If the method is to be used with 3" x 4" lantern
slides, the technique is the same except that the film
and acetate should be cut slightly smaller than the
slide glass and fastened to it with mylar "silver" slide -
binding tape. If the transparency will not bedismounted
for future use, or if highly critical focus is essential,
one can burnish dry transfer letters directly onto the

film. With this method, however, one risks damaging
and scratching the film.

If exact register of pointers or lead line is essential,
the film can be mounted in glass first. The labels are
then burnished onto the outside of the glass. If the
thinnest possible glass mounts are used, the labels will
be only slightly blurred. Sharper rendition can be
achieved by duplicating the slides, focusing on the
emulsion and not on the labels. The originals produced
by this method-must be treated with extreme care to
prevent damaging the letters, which are fully exposed.
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HOW TO PRODUCE TITLE SLIDES IN A HURRY

JOHN A. KALMBACH

It is both easy and inexpensive to produce colorful
slides from black on white original art work. That's
rightIndia ink lettering, Varityper lettering, or even
typewriter letters and numbers on a white background
make fine masters from which colorful slides can be
made.

If you want a slide with white letters on a colorful
background, the first step is to photograph the graphic
(black letters on a white background) using Kodalith
Ortho high contrast 35mm film. Develop the negatives
using Kodalith Super Developer, parts A and B. The
next step is to use ,the 35mm negatives as a master.
Place a sheet of diazo film withthe master and expose
them in a diazo machine. Theend result is colorful
35mm slides suitable for mounting. Not only is this
process quick and inexpensive, but the end product is
very colorful and effective. And just think of all the
slides you can produce from just one sheet of diazo
film!

A second alternative is to produce slides with black
letters on a colored background. This can be accom-
plished by photographing the original graphic on a
copystand using a sheet of diazo film to add color to
the finished slides. The diazo film can be placed directly
on the original graphic work and photographed, or the
film can be placed over the lens of the camera. Remem-
ber, the exposure will be different depending on whether

you photograph through the diazo film or directly
onto it. I have had good luck with cyan and magenta
diazo film under these circumstances, but a wide variety
cr colors of diazo film are available from which to
choose. Be sure to use color slide film for this procedure.
I use Ektachrome High Speed Type B under 3400K
lighting conditions.

A third alternative will produce slides with white
letters on a very rich blue background using the same
original graphic. The process will seem confusing at
first, but if you follow a simple steps you will be very
pleased with the finished slides. Use Ektachrome X
Daylight film, EX 135, which has an ASA of 64, but set
the shutter with an ASA of 400. Then photograph the
art work under 3400K lighting conditions and onto a
sheet of orange diazo film. Develop the color slide
film using the C-22 process.* You will be more than
pleased with the results!

This technique involves a chemical mismatch
between Ektachrome X (a color reversal film) developed
using process C-22 (chemistry for color negative film).
If a commercial processor is doing the lab work, be
sure its C-22, not C-41. The new high speed process C-
41 uses 100 degrees as standard temperature and that's
too high for Ektachrome X

Master (original)

1 black on white

2 lilac k on white

3 black on white

Process Result

Kodaluth Ortho 35mm negative 1 white letters on colored bar k-
-uses 35mm negative as a ground

master to make (ham colored
slides

photograph onto Or through
(aw sheet film background

be careful of camera settings

2 'black letters on colored

Ektachrome X Daylight Film 3 white letters on blue ha( k
(EX 135) rated at ASA 400 ground
photograph onto orange diaio
film

pro( ess film using C-22 pro( ess

-------- -------
Association for Nut ational Communications and Tech-

nology. 1980 Reps mted from Learning Resources, Audio -
rwdl May 1975
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AN INEXPENSIVE, EASY-TO-BUILD,
SLIDE-TAPE PROGRAMMER

TERRENCE LUKAS

There are many programmers on the market that
automate slide presentations by synchronizing the
slides with an audio portion. Most of these pro-
grammers, however, require a stereo tape recorder/
player and use up one of its channels for the purpose
of recording and playing back signals for synchroniza-
tion The price range is rather wide, with the least ex-
pensive being approximately $40.

This article discusses the construction and use of a
programmer that is simple to build and use, costs only
a fraction of the cheapest commercial models, and
can be used with any tape recorder/playermonaural
or stereo, reel-to-reel, 'or cassette. This programmer
does not use an audio channel at all. Instead, a pencil

. mark is made on the magnetic tape at a point where
the slide change is to occur. Thus, when you 're using a
stereo tape recorder/player you can have both stereo
sound and synchronization.

Construction
All:of the parts in this programmer are readily avail-

able at Radio Shack stores (Radio Shack numbers are
given in parentheses after the part) or from most erec-
tronic supply houses.

1. Power line cord with plug (278-1255)
2. 6 volt relay (275-004)
3 6 to 12 volt transformer (273-1505)
4. RS107 transistor (276-107)
5. 22 ohm resistor 1/2 watt (271-005)
6. 251 potentiometer (271-094)
7. 50 volt rectifier (diode) (276-1135)
8 100 MFD 15 volt electrolytic capadtor (272-1028)
Connect the components as illustrated in Figure 1. If

desired, a power switch may be used between the
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power line and the input to the transformer at point A.
If the Radio Shack potentiometer is used, it already
contains such a switch. Some important points to re-
member are:

1. Make sure that the pointed end of ithe bullet-
shaped rectifier (diode), or the banded end on
some other types, is connected in the right direc-
tion.

2. It is important that polarity of the capacitor is
correct.

3 The base (B), emitter (E) and collector (C) of the
transistors should be indicated by literature ac-
companying the transistor.

4 Connect the adyance.wires from the projector to
the normally open switching contacts of the re-
lay.

5. Turn the potentiometer to about one-half of its
adjustment range.

Everything should be connected except for the two
wires marked "to tape" in Figure 1. At this point you
are ready to test the circuit.

Take a soft lead pencil and make a dense line on a
piece of paper or on the coated side of a short piece of
magnetic recording tape. Next, take the two wires
marked "to tape" and touch one to each end of the
pencil line (See Figure 2). The relay should be activated
and, if you have the projector connected, it should ad-
vance. If the relay is activated without the contact of
the "to tape" wires or if the relay is not activated by
this procedure, adj ust the sensitiyity of the prograinmer
by turning the potentiometer knob to tne right or left.
Recheck the circuit if there is any further trouble to
make sure that all the wiring is correct and that Points
one through four above have been followed.

Rectifier Relay

Potentiometer
output Transistor

Capacitor

Transformer Resistor

to tape
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Figure 2

The final step is to connect the "to tape" wires to
make contact with the magnetic tape. There are many
ways of accomplishing thisthe basics are presented
below:

1

For Reel-to:Reel Recorder/Player " .

For reel-to-reel recorder/players this part is the sim-
plest. No modification is necessary and nothing need
be permanently attached to the machine. Simply con-
struct two contacts as shown in Figure 3. This can be
done by using two ordinary paper clips bent a shown
and screwed..down to a small piece of wood. Tije space
between contacts can vary quite a bit. I findd five to
10mm to be a good working distance. Attach one wire
to each contact. Position this assembly so that the
coated side of the tape passes over the, paper clips
(Figure 4) making contact with both. The assembly can
either be taped in place for temporary use or perma-
nently attached using glue and/or screws. You are now
ready to program. When rewinding the tape it is usually
best to position the tape to bypass the contacts.

For Cassette Recorder/Players
Due to the miniaturization of these units they are a

bit more difficult to work with, but the two contacts
can still be accomplished with a minimum of modifica-
tion.-The coated side of a cassette tape faces out so it is
necessary to position two small contacts in such a way
that they will go through one of the unused openings

Ayr
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° Figure 5 The tape head (1) can be used as one contact and a small
piece of brass (2) used as the second contact for cassette line
sensing contacts
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Figure 4

of the tape housing and make contact with the tape. In
most cases one of these contacts can be the housing of
the tape head and the other a small piece of brass
usually called shim brass (See Figure 5) The distance
between contacts is 'variable They may be very close
but be sure that they do pot touch each other.

Programming
After you have the narration recorded and your

slides organized, all that you need do is listen to the
tape, stop the recorder at the point that you want the
projector to advance, and make a mark on the coated
side of the tape with a soft read pencil in the area
where the tape contacts the assembly. The length of
the line will depend on tape speed and the distance
between the two contacts as well as the length of con-
tact closure of the relay necessary to advance the
projector. Too long a time may cause more than one
advance and too short a line may result in no advance.
You will have to experiment a little with your system to
determine the best size to use I find that in most cases
a line about two cm is ideal.

It should be noted that this programmer can also be
used with dissolve units. If the dissolve unit you have
has a dissolve rate that can be changed by varying the
impulse, this programmer is ideal since you need vary
only the length of the pencil line.

/4
ri
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.
To re-move a signal, simply erase the line. You can

alter the length of the signal by either erasing part of
the line or by making it longer.

Variations i
A number of variations in this type of programmer

are possible The small size of the programmer usually
permits its incorporation within the tape unit itself
and power can often come directly from the tape
unit's transformer, thus eliminating the largest part of
the programmer Two programmers can be used to
control two different projectors (or four projectors
through the use of two dissolve units) by using two sets

( opyright by terreme Lukas, 1975

of contacts, one set that covers the upper part of the
tape and another set that covers the lower part.

The slide tape programmer described in this article
is easy to build and operate. However, the soft lead
used for programming the "cues" will also clog tape
heads, so regular cleaning will be important. Also, the
constant abrasion between the sensing contacts and
the magnetic oxide will cause quite a bit of additional
wear to the tape. Remember when mounting contacts
(especially on a recorder with a metal deck) to be sure
that they am properly insulated. N.H.

r
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YOUR PROGRAM SYNCS

NEAL HALL

The lights went dim, the projector was started, and
the speaker adjusted the small podium light. Then,
CLICK, CLICK and the first slide was on the screen.
CLICK, CLICK, and slide two appeared. History does
not recall when someone first used a child's cricket
(you know, that little spring metal thing your mother
always told you not to swallow) as an audiovisual
synchronization device, out we can all hope its day
has passed. the remote control cord has replaced the
"cricket", the nod of the head (which never made
much sense in a darkened room), and such subtle
'forms of synchronization as "may we have the next
slide please." Then, too, thetape recorder has replaced
a person at the podium. Teaching a tape recorder to
push the remote control button seemed no easy task,
but it has been done and in a variety of ways.

If you have never done a synchronized slide/tape
presentation, there are a number of synchronizing
systems from which to choose. Perhaps the simplist
utilizes a stereo tape recorder. The audio information
is recorded on one channel and the cueing information
recorded on another. Well wait here while you con-

, sult Figure 1. It represents the major track configura-
tions used on audiotape recorders for 3/4" reel-to-reel,
and 150 mil (cassette) units. It's convenient to use a
recorder with separate controls for recording each
channel. The easiest way to proceed is to record the
audio information on one of the stereo channels.
Rewind the tape, and while listening to that channel,
record the cueing pulses on the second channel. There
are a number of devices which will encode (put the
signal on the tape) and decode (listen for the signal in
playback and advance the projector). One of the
simplest and most inexpensive is a unit called the
Kodak Sound Slide Synchronizer (less than $40) Figure
2 gives an idea of how simple this hookup is.

Another relatively simple system (for encoding and
decoding cue pulses) utilizes a standard cassette tape
as the storage capsule for both the audio information
and the synchronizing track. The encoding and de-
coding functions are built into the cassette tape
recorder. A slide projector is connected to the recorder
and the cassette can be cued by the press or a button.
These units use the standard monaural cassette format
for playing back the narration track, but include a
head which encodes and decodes the cueing channel.

Alsociation (Or Educational Communications and Technology,
1980 Reprinted from Audio 'rural Instruction, November. 1975

full track monoone direction only

1/2 track or 2 track stereoone direction on!.

side 1

side 2.
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. ,,,,, ,..
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Figure. I

Graphics agolnpanying this article by Sandy Spicer
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These are two relatively simple systems and you will
be amazed at how smooth and professional a presen-
tation you can achiee with them. Instead of one
projector, you can use two projectors and el dissoke
unit. One dissolve unit, although controlling two
projectors, only requires a single change cue.

If you want to get more .?xotic than the single than
nel ,one projtclor or one dissoly e unit), life getsa little
inure complicated Before beginning any discussion of
synchronizers, it might be beneficial to look at how
synchronizers do their job The synchronizing unit b
«instantly listening to the tape for a set of signals
which make sense to the unit These signals can be
intermixed with the audio information and than til
tered out before the audience hears the track, or they
can be stored on their own sejtarate'audio track An
example ot the firs' system, the inaudible system, is
the cassette or record/filmstrip projector. On these
units, the narration track (narration, music, sound ef-
fects, etc ) is filtered so that all frequencies below 120
1 lz are attenuated (turned down). By not recording
any trequencies lower than 120 H7 in the narration,
this, leaves the very low frequencies open to record
sync pulses 50 Hz is the frequency used for sync
pulses. When the audiocassette is played back in the
cassette/tilmstro projector, d special circuit (similar
to the crossover network in a hl -ti set) sends all frequen-
t ws aboye 12011z to the speaker and on to the a udienc e
The c ircuit sends all trequencies under 120 Hz to the
Avant eine( ham sin Because we took out of the sound
kat k all t req tient ws below 12011 z and put in the 1011z
advance tone, we have basic ally created two int orma-
tion channels on one tape track The record dilmstrip
system is similar but uses it 30 Hz tone to advance the
picture This 30 Ili tone interrupts an otherwise con-
stant 10 I iz tone used as d lot trout ot record noise and
machine noises From there on, the phonograph sys-
tem gets rather complicated Let's just say it works \veil
and return to the tape recorder and separate synchroniz-
ing units

Bet ause most ot the more popular sync hronizmg
(Levu cbs preter to have one kat k of their very own, a
stereo or tour kat It tape re( trder works best What
you record in the way of a synchronizing signal is en-
tirely up to your sync hronizer Since there is little or no
standardization between units, o(hng and ocling
should be at «imphshed with the same type of unit

Synchronizers do their jobs in a number of ways
There are physical systems, amplitude systems, fre-
quent y systems, digital systems, optical systems, and
punt h taw. systems In the phy sic al sy stem, vie( trona
011td( t n generated by plat ing some «indut wig sub

stain e on the audiotape Some systems use adhesic,
ha( ked metal foil whit h is stuck to the tape As the
tape is played, it goes through d SP('( Id' sensing head
and the ( ()mkt tit& material is used to «nitpick. the

(tit \\ hit h Awn( es the slide Other physical systems
use d spot 1,11 1)(.11( II to ake marks on the tape that

tw hen passed through the sensing head, complete
the vie( trom« ire uit

I he amplitude system (and there are not many of
these; utilizes,' ( irt uit whic h listens to thtli ue kat t. ot
the tape \Niter' a signal of a specific yitiltime is heard,
the system ( ompletes a c uit and ackan«.s the 'nowt
:or
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In a discussion of the frequency system, amplitude
(olume) and frequency :tone; are both brought into
play The monitoring cite uit basically listens for a (or-
tam frequency as the go' comitiand to complete the
circuit. These systems have some amplitude adjust-
ment w filch enables them to properly discriminate the
ue signal from extraneous tape noise. The frequency

system also opens some other possibilities. The c. ue
track for some systems is used to record a number of
different frequencies. Each trequency completes d
difterent ircutt and thereby gies a command to a dif-
ferent !mete of equipment Three, four, or more projec-
tors or dissoke units can 1w used depending on the
type of sy throw zer. Fur example, three projectors

To Code (Record) Tape

to projector

4- sync unit

pnput
press button to .

record advance tone

To Decode (Playback) Tape

sync und
hears advsnce tone
cycles projector

output from tape ,

I ;gnu. 2

Could be ( untie( tea to a ( ertain sy ( hrt,niier The l(\%
t requenc ies alk (' prole( tur one, the middle trentien

ies ant e prow( tur h\(1, and t he high re(11.1e11( ws
advance 'nowt tur three f (WM ) (lls( mutilators
listening to the c ueing t flannel pit k up the frequency
to w hi(Ii they are tuned and press the go button
( ompleting the proper ek.( trunk ( owlet bon The more
frequency disc mutilators built into the sync hronizer,
the more prow( true units that ( an he controlled

et s take a look at w hat ( ould be ( onsidered a bask
three st wen show We'll use three dissolve units, six
prow( tors, so we c an di ssolY t. on eaClt ot the three
s( wens We need a «mtrol signal for eat h unit, but we
also want to control combinations ot units So, to con
trol our bask three st reen shrm %%e need ire 01W, ( ue
two, cue three, cue one two, cue one three, cue

ti
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twothree, cue one two--three. That's ,,seven
cueing channels and quite a lot of buttons for a tape
recorder to keep straight.

Digital systems perform basically the same func-
tions as frequency discrimination systems but perform
their function in a slightly different way. In the digital
system, the proper projector is cycled when its corres-
ponding channel is triggered by the right digitally
coded information The digital information is generally
encoded on one specific frequency and within a cer-
tain amplitude range As kind of a general comparison,
consider the old type telephone dial versus the new
push button system With the old type dial you could
hear the clicks as you dialed a specific number. The

'number seven produced seven rather rapid clicks on
the phone line That was digital. The new touch tone
telephones produce beeps at different frequencies to
equal the numbers They are basically frequency dis-
crimination units.

The last two systems, optical and punch tape, have
basically one thing in common. They need only one
"go" signal from the tape recorder and can interpret
that signal into a variety of functions. One optical sys-
tem uses the single "go" command from the recorder
to advance a projector that contains special two-by-
two slides with holes punched in them. The holes
allow light to fall on photo electriC cells. The photo
cell then completes a corresponding electric circuit
and advances the show unit. If you have nine photo
cells you can independently control nine functions by
punching holes in the blanks that allow light to fall on
the proper photo cell Each time the photo cell
illuminating projector is advanced by the tape, a new
punched slide drops and a new combination of de
mands is given to the show units.

The punched tape system uses paper or my lar rolls
into which holes have been punched. When the "go"
command is received from the tape recorder, the
punched tape is advanced to the next set of holes, The
coded information is interpreted by the synchronizer
and relayed to the corresponding show equipment.
The punched tape then waits for the next "go signal
from the tape player to repeat the process The punched
tape sy stem is capable of controlling a large number of
ue functions and is about the most versatile and

reliable system in use today The punched tape system
has gained wide ace entail( t. for storage of commands
of complex shows Using a c ue to open and close
power relays. 16min protectors c an be started and
stopped, lights can be turned on and otf, c urtains can

be opened and closed, and anything that can be
automated can be controlled via the stored command
and related electronic circuitry. Remember, only one
"go" command needs to be put on the audiotape,
allowing even the simplest synchronizer to be master
of the most complex punched tape system.

"But is it all that simple?" you ask. Wellyes and
no. Yes, when everything is working right and no at all
other times. Some of the problems you can run into are
difficult to solve because we are dealing with "machine
talk" that's not meant for people. Getting the sync
signal on at the proper volume level is important. It it's
too loud, you can overdrive the storage capacity of the
audiotapedistorting the frequency, and the synchro-
nizer may ignore the commaad. Toe, low a signal and
again you're ignored. Those 29C meters on, the front
panel of most recorders work all right as a guide but
generally don't give you a precise indication of the
strength of the signal being put on tape. Also, if you
change tape stock you'll need to recalibrate the meters
after running tests. Run some experiments with your
equipment! Another hint use new or carefully de-
gaussed tape. Extraneous tape noise or leftover signals
caused by inexact head alignment may cause false
cues. Check out compatibility between tape recorders
if you record on one unit and plan to play back on
another. If the heads are not set to the same standard,
you can have reliability problems.

Sometimes electronic noise can cause a false ad-
vance signal. Such noise is referred to as line spikes"
and can obtain the frequencies your programmer is
tuned to. "Line spikes" generally cannot be heard by
the human ear, but they can get into the recorder elec-
tronics and raise havoL Its not common but it can
happen.

Once I programmed a show at home and it ran per-,
fectly five or six times. The next day at the office with
the same equipment, it ran wild. The culprit turned
out to be the building elevator Everytime it reversed
direction, electronic noise came down the power line
to the recorder This somehow caused audio clicks in
the cue track electronics. Those clicks contained the
proper f requem y at suffic lent strength, and the rest is
embarrassing history. What problems you encounter
in working with most of the modern day units will not
cause you premature loss of hair The proper equip-
ment, a little prat tic e, a L aretul ey a on the instruction
book, aad a word from the manufacturer if there's
something you don t understand, yydl allow you the
luxury of being a part of your ow n audience

td
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DEVELOP YOUR OWN MEDIATED CAREER
INFORMATION

RICHARD L. DOUGLASS
DALE G. ZIKMUND.
JAMES T. HORNER
ROSEMARY L. HORNER

Choosing an occupation is a crucial decision facing
a young person, one which influences the realization
of other goals as well as overall life satisfaction. Find-
ing a way through the maze of job possibilities to an
Informed decision requires information about avail-
able occupations, their requirements, and what they
offer. Current literature indicates that this information
must be accurate, adequate, and up-to-date, should
come from persons employed at the occupations in
question, and should be readily available to students,
in an easily interpreted form. ,

Selection of `Media
Research confirms the audiovisual materials con-

tribute to learning,efficiency. The type of mediachosen
for presentation of occupational information should
allow the developer of materials to do the following
things:

Collect and record information directly from a
worker in a particular occupation (e.g., cabinet
maker).

.Revise inaccurate information readily, if indicated
by a validation procedure.

Provide this occupational information when
needed, in an easily interpreted form.

Update information easily when required.
Accomplish this on a modest budget.

At the University of Nebraska, in a project to develop
materials depicting 125 occupations, the authors found
that synchronized slide-tapes met these criteria. Pro-
duction and editing equipment were readily available,
and software materials were less expensive than other
media such as motion pictures- and videotape. The
comprehension of slidetape presentations requires
minimal reading ability. Perhaps most importantly,
slide-tapes can be updated easily, with little effort or
expense.

Phase OneGathering Information
What do students want and need to know about

jobs? This question, and answers supplied by the Ameri-
can Personnel and Guidance Association, rural socio-
logists, economists, psychologists, and educators,
guided the development of the following question-

.

c Association for Educational Communications and Tech-
nology, 1980. Reprinted from Audiovisual Instruction, April,
1976.

nacre, which was used in interviews with workers in
each occupation.

Questionnaire
"We appreciate very much your cooperatiop in the

occupational education activities which we are con-
ducting at the University of Nebraska Agricultural
Educatioq Department. The questions we will ask you
are contained on this sheet. You might find it helpful
to read them over in organizing your thoughts and re-
sponses."

1. Would you please describe your job? What do
.you do in a typical day?

2. Are th "re any specific tools or equipment that
you use on this job?

3. How many hours per week do you work?
4. Do you have freedom on the job, or are you under

close supervision?
5. What interests, physical requirements, and special

abilities are helpful to a person working in this area?
6. What is the minimum education or training re-

quired for employment in this occupation?
7. In what way do you feel your occupation is im-

portant to our total society?
8. How are your opportunities for advancement and

what is the employment outlook in your occupation?
9. How do you feel your job compares with other

jobs in terms of being able to support a family?
10. How would,a person find job openings in your

occupation?
11. What are tbe advantages and disadvantages in

this occupation?

Thank you very much!

After a thorough search of available occupational
information on each job title to be produced, a job
brief was written. A person currently working in each
job was located and interviewed. College students
working in the Department of Agricultural Education
learned to use a reel-to-reel tape recorder and proper
interviewing techniques. After explaining the project
to each worker, they recorded an interview on the job
using the questionnaire.,

Interview Techniques
The following techniques proved successful:
1 Ask the supervisor (employer or manager) to sug-

gest candidates for the interview We usually got a
worker who was a bit of a ham. A worker who could

i.. t)
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talk at ease during the interview was an asset.
2. Do not send out the questionnaire in advance;

respondents tend to write out their answers and read
them during the interview.

3. Keep the microphone six to eight in,:hes from the
mouth of the person talking. Use the manual volume
control rather than the automatic volume control, this
will prevent background, on-the-job noise from get-
ting amplified during pauses.

4. Make a trial run. Ask a few questions, then stop;
listen to the recording, then start over. This helps the
worker relax and results in a more candid interview.

5. A the end of each interview, ask if any questions
shoulu be asked again. If so, keep the recorder going
and try again.

6. Have the interviewee and the employer sign a re-
lease form to allow use of the interview for educational
purposes.

Phase TwoEditing
College students then edited the audiotape and pre-

pared a storyboard. Two reel-to-reel recorders and a
patch cord were used to duplicate selected portions of
tne interview. Guidelines for editing were. eliminate
distractions from the interview; shorten long pauses,
eliminate repeated answers, and hold the total inter-
view time under 10 minutes: Each edited interview was
evaluated by the author on the criteria of accuracy
(compared with the job brief), technical quality, and
estimated appeal to young people. Each usable inter-
view was transcribed onto index cards, one thought
per card. Students sketched on each card the composi-
tion of a visual that should accompany the narrative.

Phase Three-Photographing
Photography was the third task. The authors found

that the student who had recorded the interview also
took the slides, the results were superior to those ob-
tained by a different photographer. The interviewer
was able to recall responses to questions and take
slides illustrating what was said. Photographers used
an automatic slide camera, flash, 126 Ektachrome film,
and the storyboard cards. The instant automatic camera
was used because the budget was limited, the students
were not skilled photographers, and the resulting per-
cent of usable slides was satisfactory.

Superior results were obtained if:
The film and batteries were fresh. (This eliminated

technical difficulties.)
The student took several exposures of each scene
The film was processed commercially.

Title, credits, and illustrations were photographed
using a copy stand and a single-lens reflex camera

Mine FourMatching

Finally, slides were matched with the recorded in-
terview. The storyboard cards provided a starting point.
(Incidentally, this process brought out the creativity of
the college students doing the work. Using the job
brief, the interview, and the slides, they had the task of
presenting an accurate and interesting view of the
job.) The aim was to change the slide whenever a new
thought was presented but at least every nine seconds.
When a question was being asked, the slide often showed

the interview in process or a general shot of the\job
surroundings.

After the slides were matched, the same student
recorded a synchronizing tone on the second track of
the audiotape using a stereo tape recorder. (We also
used a reel-to-reel language laboratory recorder.) After
a test run and review by the authors, the tape was dup-
licated onto a single track for use in a monaural tape
recorder.

Phase FiveValidating
A jury of persons including workers and educators

familiar with the jobs evaluated the quality and ac-
curacy of the final product. Field tests were made on a
variety of groups, including junior high, high school,
and culturally disadvantaged youth (17-22 years of
age), postsecondary students, adults, and a composite
age group, to determine whether this mediated career
information modified aspirations, attitudes, and know-
ledge about the world of work.

Results of Field Testing
One study involved 279 eighth-grade students and

three guidance counselors in one school. Each coun-
selor had one Mediated Career Information (MCI)
treatment class and two group-guidance classes. The
MCI group of 90 students viewed slide-tape presenta-
tions of 100 occupations. The other group of 180 stu-
dents followed the usual group guidance program,
which included a wide variety of audiovisual materials,
class discussion, and a required paper on a selected
career. The latter program was generally considered
excellent.

Evidence from this study suggests that occupational
information provided solely by slides and tapes is at
least as effective as that presented in various ways in
the group' guidance class in modifying aspirations,
understanding, and attitudes toward the world of
work.

In another study, 253 high school sophomores in
guidance class viewed eight slide-tape presentations.
The students were randomly assigned to treatment
(132) and control (121) groups in a 20-item posttest -
only design. The experimental group had higher know-
ledge-of-occupations scores, significant at the .001
level of confidence. Also, the aspirations level was
significantly higher at the .01 level of confidence. No
differences were observed in their "opinions about
work" score. This age group was attentive and some in-
dividuals asked for an extension of the activity..

From our research we have concluded not only that
slide-tape presentations of occupational information
are quite acceptable to youth at various age levels, but
also that it is effective, especially at the junior high
and secondary levels and with culturally deprived
youth, in modifying aspirations and knowledge about
the world of work.

Recommendations for Local Productions
Encouraged by results of field tests and numerous

requests from teachers and counselors, the authors
feel confident that mediated career information is
needed. There is merit in student involvement in the
development of slide-tape presentations Production
techniques are simple and inexpensive Workers are

vU
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usually flattered when kids ask about their work.
Advisory committees and published occupational

handbooks can help validate the accuracy of materials
produced Media center coordinators, librarians, and
vocational counselors have the skills, equipment, and

access to students who can produce slide-tape presen-
tations on specific jobs. The effectiveness of materials
developed using the procedure described above has
been well demonstrated. The result students with
more realistic self concepts and career decisions.

ti
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SLICK SLIDES FOR RELUCTANT READERS

TERRY McCONNELL

A reading specialist and media specialist, working
as a team, can develop an exciting technique for re-
medial reading instruction. producing slide tapes based
on popular paperback books. A slide tape is produced
that builds up interest and suspense in a book; the
slide tape is stopped at its climax, and students are
directed to read certain pages in the book itself to find
out what happens next. Here's how two junior high
school teachers did it:

With the help of student actors and camera opera-
tors, we produced slide tapes based on two books by
S.E. Hinton: The Outsiders and That Was Then, This Is
Now Both books are very appealing to junior high stu-
dents, possibly because they deal with adolescent
problems such as drugs, dating, and gang fights. Since
the characters are American teenagers of the 1960s
and 70s, it was easy to get student actors who fit the
descriptions of characters in the book. The scenes take
place in common settings, such as city streets, drug
stores, bowling alleys, and parks.

Why a slide tape for a local production with student
talent? Why not use videotape or 8mm film? We deter-
mined beforehand that the learning materials should
be suitable for individualized instruction. A slide
projector and audio cassette player are much easier
for a student to manipulate than an 8mm projector or
videotape recorder. There is less chance for breakage
with slides, and the editing is much less time-consum-
ing than for film or videotape.

Before we took any pictures, a storyboard had to be
written Most of the dialogue in the tapes was taken
directly from portions of the books, with some shorten-
ing and modification For example, a scene that takes
place at a drive-in movie at night was changed to a
drive-in hamburger stand in the afternoon to make
shooting more convenient.

Students were chosen for the various roles, with
each student both acting and speaking his part. Two
c mend were used in casting the students (1) they had
to fit to some extent the physical appearance of the
characters they were portraying, and (2, they had to
have reading or motivational problems in English or
reading classes The student actors showed interest in

\ ssoi idtital tut I clot <aught' . 0111111l1111( dillfrils ,t11(1 I et 11-
nulogy . 19811 Reprinted Irian Indirn, istiai Instill( (eon,
September 1976
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the project, and most actually did read one of the
books.

Because the actors had reading problems, producing
a tape of acceptable quality required time and patience.
It took about four hours of work to get a finished
product of fifteen minutes' length. Having the story-
board script with us at all times made the process
much more simple.

Students also were involved in the actual caniera
work. In The Outsiders, students made Instamatic
camera slides to supplement the 35mm slides. The stu-
dents also had to cope with reading the script in order
to organize the slides into proper sequence.

A reel-to-reel tape recorder was used for the audio
portion.,From the master reel, casettes were made for
classroom use. A bell signal was used to indicate the
advance of each slide.

A series of written exercises was designed around
both slide tapes. The first step in these exercises was to
continue reading the book from where the slide tape
ended. At the end of each tape, the students were told
on what page to begin. The Outsider exercises involved
vocabulary and word attack skills that the students
would need to make sense out of the portions of the
book they were reading.

That Was Then, This Is Now was presented to small
groups of ten to thirteen students. Most were reading
one to four years below grade level. The room was
divided into six centers. The first center used the slides
and tape with follow-up exercises. The students were
taken to a climax point in the action using the tape and
slides, they were then given the text to find out what
happened next. Self-checks were made by the students
with the follow-up worksheets. Four additional cen-
ters used the tape along with the follow-up exercises.
The remaining center used both slides and the tape
along with follow-up work.

The exercises consisted of word puzzles, scrambled
words, and other games. They emphasized vocabulary,
use of context clues, sequence, literal, interpretative,
and applied comprehension, and following directions.
As the students completed each exercise, they were
able to correct their work and receive immediate feed-
back The exercise program was self-paced by the stu-
dents and took place during three 50-minute class
periods

To find out whether the slide tapes were having the
hoped-for motivational effect, the students were asked
to fill out questionnaires after completing That Was
Then, This A Now exercises. All the students who had
seen the slide tape indicated that they read and corn-
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pleted at least one of the learning exercises. In addi-
tion, 66 percent said they intended to read the book,
94percent felt that this was a good way to learn," and
54 percent said the slides and/or tape were their favorite
part of the package. Observation of the students at
work also proved that they were interested in the story.
Even those who expressed a great dislike of reading
were stimulated to read and find out what happened at
each climax point.

One of the biggest factors in the project's success
was that the students knew the actors personally. This
helped them to identify more easily with the charac-
ters in the story. The students' familiarity with the
local settings also increased their interest, as did the
game format for exercises. These slide tapes stimulated
students to work on their reading skills. They provide
an example of how nonpn nt materials can make print
materials more appealing to students.

i
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ATTENDANCE PROBLEMS? TRY A "SUCCESS STORY"
SLIDE SHOW

ri

WARD HOLM TANZER

Our problem was not unique. Delaware Technical
and Community College, Southern Campus, attracted
hundreds of new students yearly because it awarded
associate degrees in various lucrative technologies
and placed 80 percent of its graduates in good jobs in
their fields. Students liked Del Tech. However, over
half the freshmen seeking admittance proved to be
deficient in English and were required to take a no-
credit pre-tech writing course before being accepted
in a technology. Progressing at their own speed, some
students breezed through pre-tech writing in short
order. Others took a long time. With these, the light at
the end of the tunnel often dimmed. Attendance fell
off. Unofficial withdrawals mounted. Many who aimed
at a technology never arrived there.

Del Tech Motivational Program
To help correct this situation, the English staff de-

veloped a number of stratagems for pre-tech writing
students. We set up individual "encouragement con-
ferences We telephoned students who stayed home.
We ironed out job-class schedule conflicts. The chair-
men of technologies wrote memos of congratulations
when students passed the half-way mark in their writing
course. Then, last winter, the English staff decided to
add another arrow to its quiver a motivational sound
slide show

Step 1 Selecting a Case History
The basic aim of our slide show was to picture for

the student the rewards of sticking it out, of acquiring
an associate degree The most effective way to achieve
this objective, we felt, would be through the use of a
case history that was a success story. Consequently,
we searched the college files for an archetypical stu-
dent: one who had applied for admittance to a tech-
nology but had been barred because of his deficien-
cies in English, who had been assigned to pre-tech
writing and had worked his way through it, who had
been admitted to a technology and in the course of
taking his technical subjects had passed English I, II,
and III; who had finally achieved his associate degree
and after graduation had found himself in a rewarding
job Last but not least, we sought a person who not

_ _
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only would be willing to participate in such a venture,
but also would be working for a boss who would
permit him to be photographed

The staff found all these qualities, and more, in an
electronics student named Norman Travis, who had
graduated two years before. Norman had come up the
hard way. He had perservered. He had triumphed.
NOW with IBM, he made an excellent salary as an

1 he leading character plays himself rn The Nor man Travis 1 tory, a
177011%. <shut-Jai slide shcm developed by the English staff at De'.nrart.
Tec hilt( a! and Community College, Southern Campus

associate customer's engineer, servicing computers
and other data processing equipment for prestigious
firms like DuPont. Wcx4alked to Norman and to his
supervisor at IBM. Both agreed to cooperate. The Nor-
man Travis Story was on its way.

Step 2 Structuring the Script
Shooting a slide show without a complete script is

like building a house without a framework. Once we
made the basic technical decisions that we would
shoot in 35mm color and use cassette soundwe set
technicalities aside and concentrated on what we
war ed to say.

After talking among ourselvesand with Norman
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we finally produced a treatment with the following
1' seven sequences.

1. State the problem- The English staff asks Norman,
"Is pre-tech writing worth all the agony it costs stu-
dents?"

2. Show Norman in all his electronic glamour on the
job today

3. Flash-11 to orman's first days at Del Tech five
years ago, how his ispleasure at being assigned to
no-credit re-tech writing.

4. Qui ly cover Norman's progress after he accepted
pre-tech instruction and began the long pull toward
graduation.

.

5. Skip ahead to Norman in present job; he illustrates
how important it is to be able to write and speak
proper English with his clients and supervisors.

6. Dramatize orman's straight-forward advice to
pre-tech students: English is aqvital part of education;
regular attendance and constant study is essential.

7. Summarize the advantages of Norman's way of
life compared to the pick-and-shovel existence of the
drop-out.

Step 3. Writing the Script
Knowing that dialogue was impossible to use in a

slide presentation, we rendered the script in simple
narrative style, as a narrator would record it on tape
later. The first lines of our show ran as follows: "This
man's name is Norman Travis. He started in pre-tech
five years ago and is now an associate customer's
engineer servicing IBM computers. Not long ago the
English Department called Norman.

In scripting, we used the right half of the page only
for narration, leaving the left side open for shot des-
criptions later. We wrote five drafts of the narration,
ending up with a 12-minute script.

When the script was completed, we began filling in

r

"*-

hmAyledge of English is like information in a Luniputer First the
data is stored It is checked

I
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I he %hos% stresses the importan«. of English both %%rotten and oral
in the lob ol assor hitt. i ustomr s engineer at IBM then, when it is needed, out it pops, ready to be put to use

U1
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the left or picture side as shown in the chart.
To make the show "move and prevent dragging, we

fitted in as many shots as we could to the narration.
The final count was 95 shots to approximately 1,700
words of script. We numbered all shots consecutively
as they were written.

Through Out the writing, we tried to keep in mind the
old motion jiicture adage. the worst technicians in the
world can't ruin a good script, the best technicians
can't rescue a bad one. We also tried to impress our
colleagues or ourselves as we wrote, we were reaching
toward pre-tech students, some discouraged, some
confused, most of them cynical.

Step 4: Shooting the Script
When the script was as good as we could make it, we

broke it down and, ignoring sequence of action,
grouped shots together by,location in a set-up list. We
had 10 shots in the data processing room, for example,
8 shots in a classroom; etc.

We next cased each location with our college photo-
grapher, determining ahead of time exactly where me
camera would be located, which actors and extras
would be involved in the shot, and whether the shot
wou'id be a close-up (CU), medium shot (MS), long
shot (LS), or establishing (ES).

We had notified Norman, of course, as well as IBM,
Dupont, and ether participators in the show about our
progress and the date we wanted to photograph. On
shooting day Norman arrived at the college at 8.30
with three changes of clothing, the photographer came
with his Honeywell Pentax Spotmatic and 15 rolls of
Kodak High Speed Ektachrome. We were off By five
o clock we had completed shooting at all locations. To
play safe, the photographer "'bracketed" many shots asr
he took them, meaning that he photographed each)
scene three times with three different aperture open-
ings. He also experimented with different camera angles.
During the day he made over 300 exposures.

Later, our college artist photographed several draw-
ings which were required by the script and also number-
ous inserts (close-up shots of inanimate objects like
books that can be shot on easels or tables).

When the slides came back, we selected the best ex-
posures, placed them in a projector, and, reading the
narration aloud, gave The Norman Travis Story a trial
run We found several plact s where the action slowed
and interest lagged To correct this problem, we cut
the script again and added still more pictures, making
use of the extra shots taken with different angles
Finally, when the Story had 113 slides and only 10
minutes of narration, it seemed right.

Step 5 Recording the Voice-Over
Our script started with a regular off-camera narra-

tor, but switched to Norman s voice when he began
telling his story

One of our instructors provided the Opening narra-
tion, and we would have liked very much to have used
Norman's own voice for the remainder, however, cau-

tion argued otherwise. A successful narrator must have
a bit of ham in him. Norman had none. We strongly
suspected that like most inexperienced narrators he
would stiffen up under the tensions of recording ses-
sions, sound as though he were reading the script
(which he would be), make frequent mistakes, and be-
come very qnhappy. As a substitute, we selected with
Norman's full concurrencea young black counselor
who was able to fit his voice to Norman's image and
possessed the dramatic experience to record page after
page without making any fluffs.

In recording, we had the assist of the Del Tech
audiovisual technician, who recorded the voices on
1/4-inch tape, edited the tape, and transferred the sound
to a cassette with a converting facility.

Step 6. Cueing the Cassette
When the cassette was ready, we loaded it into our

Singer Caramate and rehearsed the show a few times,
changing the slides in the carrousel manually Num-
bering die shots on the narrator's Script, we made one
last check, and then cued the tape electronically by
pushing the "advance" button on the Caramate. The
entire operation took less than an hour, at the end of
which we were sitting back, listening to the Story play
itself automatically Originally, we had experimented
with music but decided finally that music gave a pre-
tentious and a stagey effect to a picture that was basi-
cally a documented experience. All the show seemed
to need was voice and pictureand the story to carry
It.

Our out-of-pocket expenses in producing the Story
were astonishly small, less than 1,100 of the cost of a
professionally produced 16mm training film

Results of the Slide Show
When we screened the Story for pre-tech classes, we

were pleased with the reaction. Students seemed to
hang on every word No shuffling No wandering
glances Exclamations of approval Word about the
show got around IBM ordered a copy for a New York
training facility Four newspapers wrote up the project
Other Del Tech campuses asked for copies So suc-
cess

Perhaps. As every instructor knows, it is dangerous
to judge AV on the first impressions it gives The stu-
dent who raves the loudest about a presentation may
be the first to cut class the next day Also, the Story was
not targeted toward the press or IBM, flattering though
their attentions were, It was produced for pre tethers
They would be the final judges Not until we showed
the picture many, many more times could we expect a
dependable response pattern to emerge

Meanwhile, we hope that the Story brightens the
light at the end of the tunnel a little fur students and
provides reinforcement to our general motivational
program If the Story helps salvage just a few careers in
its time, it will he worth all the effort vv.(' put into its
production
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MAKE THE MOST OF VACATION SLIDES!

READINGS FROM AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION-4

GERALD F. BARKHOLZ

Many articles have been written which describe a
uniform method for planning a slide-tape presentation
to be used in the classroom. But there is a way to make
the most of those pictures that are "unplanned." Slides
taken on a vacation or sightseeing trip can be put
together to become a useful classroom experience for
your students.

The traditional procedurefor planning a slide presen-
tation is to begin by listing lea rning'objectives keep-
ing in mind that all content, both visual and verbal
must support those objectives Then, after analyzing
the audience in terms of background, level and ex-
pectations, one begins to collect material and write
down ideas related to what is to be communicated and
how it is to be illustrated. The procedure then calls for
the formation of a storyboard: a series of index cards,
each having a specific illustration and arranged in
sequence From here, the pictures are shot and the
finished slides are correlated to the storyboard and a
script is written.

It would be rather difficult to ;Ind fault.with these
procedures for planning and producing a slide-tape
presentation But what about the spontaneous pictures
you take on a vacation or sightseeing trip where you
may not know ahead of time exactly what you will see
and photograph? Do these experiences and images go
unshared? We are all willing to show our slides to
family and friends So why not turn these pictures into
an organized presentation to be used with classes as
well You have the opportunity to share some of the
unique and unexpected situations you encountered
and to have a documented recollection for the future.

Generally you can follow the same steps for produc-
ing a slide-tape presentation mentioned earlier, but in
the following order.

1) Shoot pictures and take notes
2) Arrange slides
3; Write script
4) Record script
5) Present slide-tape presentation to audience
One of the most important aspects of preparing a

presentation of this type (aside from shooting good
pictures) is taking notes and collecting data while on
the trip Your notes can be minimal as long as the pre-
sentation is prepared soon after the trip, while events
are still fresh on your mind.

There are two good methods for collecting data.

Assor latam tor I (Jut Mauna: Communn drums and ler h-
nolow, . 1980 Ruprintti from ,1udirrIsual Instrut til01, Apra
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One is to keep a simple log or diary of your activities
and notations of specific sights you photographed. A
few words may be all that is necessary to bring back
the significance of a particular shot. In addition to
keeping a log, you can also collect brochures, pamph-
lets, and travel guides which do art excelle job of
describing the local sights and also, give historical
background. Most hotels and motels have a pile of free
booklets on the front counter on What to See and Do
in "These booklets provide you with invaluable
information to use later when writing your script.

Another excellent method for collecting data is to
carry a portable cassette tape recorder and record
situations as they occur. This not only permits you to
capture your own feelings arid thoughts, but gives you
the added opportunity to pick up some "local color."
If you have a recording, you no longer have to say,
"You had to be there to appreciate this old fisherman's
philosophy," or to try to describe to others what it's
like to bargain for goods in a straw market at Nassau.
You could even get a local to describe a particular
sight and record your conversation with him or her.
The recordings not only give information for your
script, but also provide actual sounds that can be
mixed in with your commentary.

If you are visiting a foreign country or even a region
in your own state that has its own characteristic music,
a phonograph record can probably be purchased from
a local record shop. This will provide excellent back-
ground music for any narration or can be used for
breaks in commentary to allow your viewers to just,
enjoy the scenes on the screen.

After you have returned home and had your slides
processed, you can move on to the next stepwriting
the script. Begin by spreading out the finished slides
on a lighted slide sorter or light table. Arrange the
slides in groups according to the subject in the pic-
tures and then arrange these groups in what might be a
logical order for presentation. Hopefully, you've taken
several shots of each subject from different angles to
add variety when showing them, as well as to allow
you now to select the most interesting.

When you are satisfied with the way you arranged
the slides, make a numerical list of all the slides you
plan to use, identifying each slide by a word or phrase
which tells you what the picture is about. With this list
in front of you, begin writing as if you are describing
your trip and the pictures to a friend. Consult your
notes so you will not leave out little bits.of information
that add interest Place little numbers over key words
as you write to correspond to the slide which is coming
on the screen as you talk. Remember that,,the pictures

e i.)
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are there to bring to life what you are saying. Avoid
saying, -This slide shows Just tell what it is so that
one picture flows into the next during a continuous
commentary.

When you have completed your written presenta-
tion, record it on tape with appropriate background
music with either an audible or inaudible signal for
synchronizing the slides with the tape. You may even
prefer to have no signal and depend on your memory
or use of the script. Whichever you choose, you now
have a completed presentation ready to show to your
classes or to your friends.

When you decide to enrich the instruction of your
students with this type of slide-tape presentation, you
are actively engaged in communicating something
personal to your audience. It is personalized because
you're sharing your experiences and selecting those
images which mean something to you and which you
feel have relevance to the education of your students.
Because you know your audience, you are in a position
to plan your presentation for the audience. You can
turn your next vacation slides, or slides you may already
have, into a rewarding educational experience for your
students,

;
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BILINGUAL SLIDE-TAPE LIBRARY ORIENTATION

JAMES MARTINELLI

Librarians, educators, and others who are faced with
the need to present orientation programs to individuals
or small groups have long recognized the effectiveness
of slide-tape presentations. The potential of the slide-
tape format to present bilingual library orientation
programs, however, is a new area of exploration. Many
service oriented institutions in urban localities com-
posed of a large population to whom English is a
second language would find the slide-tape format very
effective to describe the nature and extent of their
activities.

Spanish-speaking students comprise a significant
portion of the total student body of Passaic County
Community College (PCC) a new urban community
college located in the business district of Paterson,
New Jersey. Many of these students have difficulties
with English. This language barrier is a formidable
obstacle to academic success for many students who
are very intelligent and highly motivated.

A working knowledge of how to use the library is
necessary to a student's academic success. Most fresh-
men entering college do not realize the broad and
sophisticated range of information resources at their
disposal in the library. But many Spanish-speaking
students enter college with virtually no knowledge of
American library practice at all. With the support and
assistance of the librarian and the media coordinator,
we succeeded in producing a Spanish slide-tape library
orientation program. An English language program
was also produced.

Four fundamental information components of the
library are covered in the presentation. 1) the card
catalog and the Library of Congress subject headings
list, 2) geneidl and specialized encyclopedias and dic
tionanes, 3) biographical reference sources, and 4)
periodical indices. The program is orientational in
nature, not instructional Student:, are advised in the
introduc tory narration not to take notes. The primary
obiec tives of the program are to present a general pic-
ture ut the extent of information resources in the
library and to motivate the student to seek assistance
in their proper use

While the content of the Spanish language program
is the same as that of the English, the visuals used are

C Association for Educational Communications and Tech-
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directed toward Spanish-speaking students. When bio-
graphical reference sources are discussed, for example,
a slide showing an article about Cesar Chavez accom-
panies the taped narration explaining the coverage of
a specific biographical reference tool. We made
graphics containing short statements in Spanish using
a dry-transfer lettering method. Slides were then made
from the graphics to supplement and interpret pa rfs of
the narration. For example, when the narration dis-
cusses how to use the "Micropaedia" section of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, a slide is shown saying
"Micro = Pequeno (Small), Paedia = Conocimiento
(Knowledge)." The narration tells the student that the
"Micropaedia" is useful in answering short, ready-
reference questions.

One conspicuous advantage to a locally-produced
library orientation program is its ability to introduce
the viewer to individuals in the library who are there to
serve his information needs. A variety of circumstances
coincide to inhibit the Spanish-speaking student at
PCC from using the library's total resources. Among
these are the language harrier, ignorance of American
library practices and information search strategies,
and as often as not, plain, old-fashioned shyness. To
combat this tendency, a slide is shown of one of the
library's department heads after each of the four basic
resources is discussed. The taped narration urges the
student to seek assistance when using and the library's
information resources

While-producing a slide-tape presentation is one
problem, getting people to watch it is another. In fact,
getting people to know it e en exists can be difficult.
At PCC, a full description of the program is carried in
the library 's newsletter and in the school newspaper at
the start of each semester In addition, announcements
are posted throughout the college campus An even
better publicity strategy, however, would be to pre-
sent the program in a public area with continuous
showings Current plans at PCC call for using a 30-
minute continuous loop tape cassette with synchro-
nized slide changes to present the program for an
entire day at the start of each semester. The student
lounge area will be the scene of the presentation. One
day the Engl.sh program will be shown, the next clay
the Spanish program will he shown Though the lounge
area is not the most conducive place for rigorous con-
centration, it will serve to introduce the program to a
large number of students and let them know it is avail-
able for individual use as well.

Another effective means of publicizing the program
to students is to involve them in the actual produc-

./ t.)
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tion. A team of Spanish-speaking students at PCC
translated the English language script for us. Mach of
the success of the presentation was due to their
enthusiasm, which rubbed off on their peers.

65

1 he slide-tape format can make an excellent foreign-
language orientation program. Slide-tape programs are .

cheap to make, easy to use, and can pay tremendous
dividends in user satisfaction.
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HOW TO PUBLISH YOUR OWN SLIDE-TAPE
PRESENTATION

MiCHAEL BENTLEY

The presentation is over three fantastic screens
stereo sound dissolve effects, 6 weeks of careful
preparation and production of materials, 4 hours of
set-up and rehearsal for the presentation itself. There's
a glow a feeling of a job well done. And then the note
comes. The Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum
missed it and wants to know what you said. How do
you inform him and the others whose requests will
Inevitably straggle as the word gets around? _The up
tions are really a bit

You can always rerun the program but for one
person who wants to know what you said, not how
you said it? Nrou can call him up and tell him about
it but that sort of subverts the whole idea of prepar-
ing a multimage presentation You can send him a
copy of the script from which you worked rough
notes, changes, pencilled sketches and all You could
e-en have the script typed up but it would probably
still lack good material to go with it And if there
are no significant visual materials, why did you do the
presentation in the first place?

What to do? If it is indeed a good presentation, de-
serving of more than a one-shot appearance, give
some thought to making a good picture/narration script
for distribution to interested parties. The script can
serve as an information piece, a complete permanent
record, and promotion device

The script would use actual photographs of the
slides in the presentation combined with a typed nar-
rative The suggested method for reproduction is off
set printing The main problem comes from the fact
that the narrative portion should be done from a line
negative (all black or white with shades of gray) for
best reproduction, while the pictures should be done
from a screened*negative to give shades of gray You
can get a pamphlet from Kodak which gives more ex-
plicit information for you and for the printer' It is T -91-
2-2. "Audiovisual Notes" and can be obtained by
sending 20 cents to the Motion Picture and Education
markets Division, Eastman Kodak, Rochester, New
York 14650.

At this point, it's worth pointing out that printing
service's and costs differ widely from place to place
You may have access to a print shop in your school or
your district Or, you may be forced to use commercial
printers Generally speaking, the more work the printer
does, the higher the cost If you have an adequate

Assoc whim tor Educational Communications and let 11-
nology, 1980 Reprinted from I earning Resume's, Audi()
visual instruction. March 1974

budget, you may want to take the slides and the typed
script to the printer, describe what you need, pick up
your job when it's ready and write a check for the
costs. If you're like most of us, you often have more
time and hands- (especially if you have student help)
than you do cash.

I took the middle route in cost and printing services.
I didn't try making my own screened negatives for the
printer (as in the Kodak pamphlet) but I did take him
"camera-ready copy." This consisted of two pieces of
artwork for every page of the script (fig. 1). Both pieces

IOW I

of artwork had register maiks (fig. 2) so he could put
them together with a minimum of fuss. A cardinal rule
is "ALWAYS talk to the printer first"explain exactly
what you need and find out what he needs to do your
job most efficiently and inexpensively. Any "hand-,
work" lw does costs both him and you.

The artwork for the screened negative part of the
page (per his instructions) held the pictures done the
exact sue and in the exact place on the page where
they were to appear. The second piece of artwork for
the same page had the typed narrative in the exact
place where it was to appear on the page. In my case
the printer gave me (free) some forms with light blue
lines on them which helped to get things lined up
straight. I asked if graph paper would work as well He
said that some would and some would not. It depended
on the actual color and density of the lines and the
paper rself Again, ask your printer

The next step was designing the pages themselves
Since the presentation was three-screen, it was decided
to lay it out "long ways" on the page (fig. 3) How you
do it depends on how many images (or sexeens) you
used and how 111U( h narrative you had with each plc -
tore or set of pi( tures Some possible layouts are in
figure 4.

The next step was preparing the typed copy and the
actual pictures I enlisted the typing teat her and his
class to prepare the copy I gas,e them fairly clean
manuscript with exact width for setting margins, all

j.-atI3
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(photo. page)

(narrative page)

Figure

spelling and punctuation corrected. I also explained
that since it was to be one continuous manuscript, !t
should be done on typewriters with the same size and
sty le of type did get an unexpected bonus, however,
because the material was prepared on typewriters with
interchangeable elements, words could be done in
italics simply by changifpg the typing element while
typing that word.) In the meantime, I used a photo-
graphy class to work on the pictures (even though I
could have done it faster myself) It gave them practical
experience in an area not usually treated making
same size black and white negatives from a color slide.
Some students used an inexpensive ($20-30) slide.dup-
licator which attached directly to the _35mm single
lens reflex camera body. Others used the camera with
a bellows and a macro lens. The camera was mounted
on our heaviest tripod, and we used a cable release.
The procedure was more difficult with the bellows,
but the experience gained would be useful for any
macrophotography not just slide copying. A slide
copying device such as a Repronar or Illumintran could
be used t'ut none were available to us at that time We
used a tine grain, slow speed film to minimize grain
and get a wide range of grays krecommended by the
printer) The class tan a series of tests measuring the
density of the slide with a light rneterusing the barne

light source each time. We bracketed exposures in a
couple of test rolls and when we were satisfied with
the results, we used the best settings, varying the
setting with the density of the slide All the slides were
then copied at the same size (1.1 ratio) and contact
sheets were made. We kept careful track of the slide
number and position (right screen, left screen and so
on) so that the information could be transferred to the
margin of the contact sheet (and so we could reas-
semble the presentation correctly). We did not cut the
contact sheets apart until the correctly typed script
was ready and we were ready to assemble the artwork
for the pages. And when we did cut the contact sheets,
we used white gloves and special carea little scratch
or dirt c in go a long way.

Assembly time! The typed script was proofread not
once but three timesa standard commercial pro-
cedure. It was cut apart into sections by number (fig.
5). A section was carefully lined up and rubber
cemented to the page. This page was taped (drafting
tape, not masking tape) to the light board and the
sheet with the pictures was carefully positioned over it
and taped down. Registration marks were added to
both sheets. The pictures were then carefully glued
down in the space next to the copy. We continued this
procedure, page after page, until all pages were done.
The rule of thumb was that no copy block was carried
over to the next page unless the block was unusually
long. That way the reader did not have any copy
without pictures next to it. The script was checked for
number sequence and continuity as we pasted up each
page. (Did you ever have to go back and repaste
fourteen pages because one copy block was left out?)
then the whole thing was checked again before page
numbers were added using dry-transfer -type to dress
things up Every student involved k including typists,
was given credit either on the title page or on the last
page of script We had thought of adding pictures of
each gut there were too many students and too little
space. Maybe next time.

The final chec k and I feel this important to ever
skipwas to run the presentation and chey k the script
both visually and aurally to see that it wri, an exact
match to the presentation We actually killed two
birds with oh stone by in\ lung some of the people
who had missed it the first time The script was actually
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checked twice, first during rehearsal (which was neces-
; sarN since we had taken all the slides out of the trays to

copy them) and again during the actual presentation.
The camera-ready copy then went to the printer (the
distra t has its LM n print shopm here things went without
hitch.

When the copies were returned eer% student (even
the typists) got two copies one for friends and one for
home) and' copies were sent to people in the school
district and in the «mimunitN As a result, we received
se eral invitations to show the presentations again
and a %%mem in the local paper, w hk h a wall% used
some of the sc rlpt itselt In the long run, the results of
our ettorts were well worth the et fort
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REHEARSING A SLIDE-PRESENTATION WITHOUT
A PROJECTOR

ARTHUR P. SHARKEY, IR AND RICHARD H EMTNECKER

You're seated in a plane on the was to an important
meeting an idea: time to revues% Tur slide presenta-
tion Rut. sou ( a n't set up a projector and screen in
mid air to practice s( opt and slide coordination

The cab s carrying you on that interminable trip
between airport and hotel. another lost opportunity to
re\iew the show

Ot course you }lase s,-ript notes, but you'd still like
to he sure ot the sequence and the details to be
«oxred b% each slide What sou need is some was to
carry a %usual re( ird ot the slides Fortunately, it can
be done with a fox-minute msestment of sour time
and tbitic lent use 01 a Polaroid c amera and cassette
tape recorder

Difticult? On the «mtrary, the system s simple Once
sour slides are arranged in the proper order on a light
box or on a sorter, take a picture ot the illuminated
slides using a Polaroid camera loaded with either black
and white or mlor film and equipped ssith a close up
attac hment The camera ss ill pit k up a sutticient amount
of bat khght to make between 30 and 40 slides c leads
retognizable The next step is to tape a less remarks
pertaining to each slide

Noss. sshen sou re seated in that pi ine or tab. the
onibmation tit pit titre and tape o,... sou an instant

rehearsal %%stem Simms sit bac k. take the
ture tram sour pocket, use the earphone monitor

trim the portable rec. ()ult.'', and review the presentation
until sou tees «ntortable with the outline of your talk
and the order 01 the slides

ith thus Noe 01 rehearsal. sou t an stand boore
any group anti talk easil% without the all traps

Ah that one s out ot order, however
Ah I guess that refers to the next slide

Assor 'moon for du( ahondl (ommunications and N fr
nologs, 1980 Reprinted from tadsowsual Instrut ruin Nidl,
1974
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"Ah, I forgot to tell you
There are other adsantages of the picture record.

First, It s as allable immediately If the slides are acci-
dentally spilled, the can be easels replaced

Sec ondly. the picture is a permanent record of the
slide sequence Esen if the slides are later sorted into
di twain t allegories, the% can be easily retrieved it the
snow is to be presented again A 35 MM slide taken of
tht- entire slide setup, in addition to the Polaroid tech-
nique. would pros ide the added advantage of projec t-
ability and c lam% for future use

F maIly , another person, burnished \lath the taped
summary (aid the photograph, c an easels lose the
sante presentation This as olds the problem of has ing
one indo idual lot Led into guy mg the same show mer
and over again


